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ABSTRACT
A Charge Coupled Device (CCD) coupled with a pixellated inorganic
scintillator (such as segmented Csl) can provide high position resolution (~300 p.m).
However, standard CCDs are integrating devices typically operating no faster than
video rates. For a balloon-borne y-ray telescope capable of measuring the energy of
individual photons, the CCD must have a time resolution better than the average time
interval between cosmic ray events on the veto shield (-10 kHz). A Fast Timing BiDirectional CCD has better than 10 | ls time resolution and SO p.m position resolution.
We describe the CCD readout architecture, the ASIC readout design, the present status
of the development, and the application to a y-ray astronomy telescope suitable for a
100-day Ultra Long Duration Balloon mission.

xi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) are, in many ways, ideal light detectors.
They are high resolution, reliable digital devices with good quantum efficiency over a
wide range of wavelengths from the infrared to the x-ray regime. Typically, however,
scanning is limited to video rates (-30 frames/s). For applications requiring fast
timing or dynamic image capture (e.g., high-speed automated inspection on
manufacturing or packaging lines, short-duration exposures of rapidly moving objects,
surveillance from a moving vehicle or aircraft, or high-resolution microscope studies
of transient phenomena under conditions where a mechanical shutter would introduce
unacceptable vibrations), presently available CCDs may be too slow. A fast timing
CCD would have numerous applications for viewing images when either the subject or
the camera is in motion. For spectroscopic applications (in non-destructive testing,
medical imaging, fluorescence studies, astronomy, material science, and surface
physics measurements) where no more than a single photon/pixel must be detected in
each readout in order to measure the photon energy, a CCD with fast timing capable of
isolating individual photons would be extremely useful. In long-duration exposures of
low intensity or low contrast objects (for example, radiological searches for small
lesions in the presence of motion induced by a patient’s breathing, or extended
satellite observations o f faint objects in the presence o f an ionizing cosmic ray
background passing through the detector), a fast timing CCD would allow the final
image to be summed from discrete, short-duration individual exposures in which the
blurring due to motion can be removed and cosmic ray events can be vetoed. This

1
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thesis describes a CCD readout device with 10-25 p.s timing resolution suitable for
such applications, and in particular for the high energy astronomy application.
In the case of hard X-ray/y-ray astronomy, a fast timing CCD coupled to a
pixellated scintillator (such as segmented Cesium Iodide or Bismuth Germanate)
offers the ability to detect X-rays/y-rays with position ranges and energy ranges
limited by the pixel size and thickness of the scintillator respectively. In a balloonborne y-ray telescope, the CCD will have better time resolution than the average time
interval between cosmic ray hits on the veto shield (-10 kHz). In addition, the fast
timing CCD has a time resolution that is good enough to isolate single photons in
order to provide spectral information (e.g., on cyclotron lines, nuclear lines, the
positron annihilation line, or spectral shapes). A balloon-borne coded aperture y-ray
astronomy instrument would be capable of 2 '-4 ' resolution with a sufficiently fine
grained mask and a position sensitive detector over the energy range 30-600 keV. An
array of segmented cesium iodide (CsI(T!)) or bismuth germinate (BGO) serves as the
active X-ray detector, with the optical scintillation from the scintillator detected with a
CCD array.
The last hard X-ray survey of the sky was carried out by the HEAO-1 satellite
in 1977-78. Since 1978, other observations have been carried out by SIGMA, OSSE,
B ATSE, Rossi XTE, and BeppoS AX. None of these are high-resolution full-sky
surveys, and, with the exception o f B ATSE, these later instruments have been narrowfield, pointing instruments with observing programs that only target known sources.
There is a great need to fly a wide-field-of-view, sensitive, hard X-ray/y-ray imager to
survey the sky, monitor for time variability, and act as a y-ray burst alert for the
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narrow field imagers and spectrometers like those to be flown on the International
Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) and the Swift Gamma-Ray Burst
Explorer (SWIFT). In addition to providing a full-sky survey, such an instrument
could be used for gamma ray burst (GRB) detection. It has long been recognized that
the key to unraveling the gamma ray burst mystery is the identification of burst
counterparts at other energies. The optical component has a short duration, so in order
to alert optical instruments of a burst event, an X-ray telescope must have rapid
localization capability. A coded aperture telescope with a fast timing CCD/CsI as the
central detector will have the advantage of high field-of-view (FOV) and high spatial
resolution. This will enable us to perform a full-sky X-ray survey with high precision
and, in addition, provide rapid localization of GRBs.
In order to satisfy the requirements for a coded aperture high energy astronomy
X-ray/y-ray imager, we are developing a Bi-Directional CCD to be mated with either
Csl or BGO arrays. The scientific justification, e.g., the full-sky survey and the rapid
GRB localization, is discussed in Chapter 2, and the Minute of Arc Gamma-Ray
Imaging Experiment (MARGIE) instrument concept is discussed in Chapter 3. The
concept of the Bi-Directional CCD and its supporting electronics are discussed in
Chapter 4. The testing of the CCD and the results are discussed in Chapter S.
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CHAPTER 2
SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION
2.1

Full-Sky Hard X-Ray Survey
There has been no comprehensive survey of the hard X-ray/low-energy gamma

ray (20-600 keV) sky since the High Energy Astrophysical Observatory (HEAO-1)
satellite m ission 1 more than 20 years ago. HEAO-I scanned the sky every six months
for 1 '/2 years with a sensitivity -13 mCrab above 13 keV, and saw both continuous
and time-variable high-energy X-rays from nearly 100 sources including quasars and
active galactic nuclei (AGN), black holes, neutron stars, white dwarfs, and novae.
Since 1978, most of the information we have collected about the hard X-ray sky has
come from balloon instruments on day-long flights, from occultation monitoring of
strong point sources using the Bursts And Transient Sources Experiment (BATSE) on
the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) spacecraft, from investigations of
point sources with the Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment (OSSE)
instrument on CGRO, from partial sky surveys with moderate spatial resolution (e.g.,
-1 3 ' with SIGMA on the Russian GRANAT mission), or from narrow (-1 °) field of
view studies o f individual sources using, for example, the Rossi X-Ray Timing
Explorer (RXTE) mission’s HEXTE instrument or the Phoswich Detector System
(PDS) on the European Space Agency’s BeppoSAX satellite.
MARGIE will be a sensitive, large field-of-view (FOV), high angular
resolution, hard X-ray/gamma ray telescope capable of performing a wide field-ofview (FOV) survey of the sky with <1' resolution on a 100 day Ultra Long Duration
Balloon (ULDB) mission. With its wide field-of-view (central detector with 8 ° half-

4
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width FOV, four side detectors with 26° half-width FOV) and 2 -4 minute of arc
spatial resolution, MARGIE is an ideal instrument to perform hard X-ray mapping of
the diffuse emission from the Galactic Plane. This is a difficult measurement that
requires a wide FOV imaging instrument. For a coded aperture device, this implies a
FOV considerably larger than the angular extent perpendicular to the Galactic Plane.
The Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment (OSSE) on CGRO imaged
the Galactic 511 keV positron annihilation emission and found features in the central
bulge and the Galactic Plane as well as an enhancement or extension of positron
emission at positive latitudes above the Galactic Center2. Positrons are produced
through radioactive decay of unstable isotopes produced via nucleosynthesis in novae,
supemovae, and massive stars. The rates observed in the central bulge and the
Galactic Plane can be attributed to supemovae. The positive-latitude feature could be
associated with a fountain of radioactive debris ejected from the Galactic Center by
supemovae in the region or by jets from one or more black holes in the Galactic
Center. The ability of OSSE to image the Galactic 511 keV emission showing the
“positron fountain” has produced new challenges to understanding production and
transport of positron-producing isotopes in the Galaxy.
Similarly, imaging at lower energies (100-200 keV) could reveal new features
of the Galaxy due to sources o f electron bremsstrahlung and the positron continuum
radiation. It took years of OSSE observations (with their small field of view) to
construct the “fountain” image. MARGIE'S wide field of view could easily
complement those of the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory
(INTEGRAL) with its much smaller field of view and could provide the INTEGRAL
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team with some direction for fruitful observations. However, the distribution of
annihilating positrons may not be a good indicator of the distribution of the energetic
electrons (<1 MeV) which could be responsible for the hard X-ray diffuse Galactic
emission.
The main process for production of gamma rays with energies below a few
MeV is bremsstrahlung o f low energy electrons and inverse Compton scattering. The
power necessary to maintain these low energy electrons can be computed by fitting an
injection of electrons with a single power law spectrum into the Galaxy to the low
energy gamma ray continuum. Using the gamma ray continuum obtained from the
COS-B satellite, Skibo and Ramaty show that the total power of low energy electrons
required exceeds the total power supplied to nuclear cosmic rays by an order of
magnitude3. With a wide FOV hard X-ray camera like MARGIE, we can obtain a
better spectrum for the gamma ray continuum, which will therefore be useful in
mapping the distribution of the -100 keV electrons. This distribution would have
important implications for the energy content of the galactic cosmic rays.
MARGIE will also be able to confirm the 511 backscatter line reported at
170 keV from the direction of the Galactic Center4. The origin of the 511 keV
photons is generally attributed to annihilating positrons produced around a black hole.
The Compton backscatter of the 511 keV annihilation line could arise from a variety
of conditions such as clouds or accretion disks around compact sources. With the
improved spatial precision of MARGIE, the 170 keV backscatter will be better
localized, and if determined to be in the direction of the Galactic Center, will further
corroborate the existence of a black hole with an accretion disk in the Galactic Center.
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In the direction toward the Galactic Center, Sgr A* may be a low luminosity
active galactic nucleus (AGN)- If so, the flux may peak in the hard X-ray region,
where spatially resolved observations of both steady and transient emission, coupled
with multiwavelength observations at both higher and lower energies, will be needed
for a proper investigation of the source. Measurement of the extended nonthermal
emission in the direction of the Center, which may be the result o f high energy
electrons interacting with the infrared flux, and cyclotron line studies of discrete
galactic sources require an instrument with wide field of view, good angular
resolution, and a broad energy range. Similarly, observations of extragalactic AGNs
(both quiescent emission and transients) in conjunction with the higher energy
measurements of GLAST and ground based Cerenkov telescopes (e.g. VERITAS)
require a wide field of view and angular resolution. MARGIE can expect to see 230
Galactic and 65 extragalactic sources in a 100 day flight (assuming the HEAO/A4 1
and HELLAS 5 surveys can be extrapolated to higher energies with a Crab spectrum
and assuming 10-day pointing durations). The development o f an instrument with the
capabilities o f MARGIE, flown on one or more 100 day ULDB flights, will represent
an important step forward in our understanding of the high-energy sky.

2.2

Rapid ArcMinute Localization of Gamma Ray Bursts
The recent localization of more than forty-five gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and

the resulting multiwavelength observations have moved the mystery of -y-ray burst
origin from an isolated curiosity to a major astrophysical puzzle integrated into the
study of the structure and evolution of the universe. The intense transient events were
discovered almost thirty years ago by the Vela nuclear-testing surveillance satellites6.
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The Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) on the Compton Gam ma Ray
Observatory (CGRO) was constructed to verify the hypothesis that bursts originate
from neutron stars within -200 pc in the Galactic disk. However, BATSE instead
showed that bursts originate from a bounded spherical population, most likely in a
Galactic halo 7 or at cosmological distances8. Over the past three years, approximately
forty-five bursts have been localized to sufficiently small spatial regions on short
enough time scales so that X-ray, optical, and radio telescopes can search for
afterglows. From these localized bursts, twenty optical or radio transients have been
detected and, in the case o f GRB 990123, a prompt optical transient was discovered.
The BeppoSAX X-ray mission alone has localized over thirty gamma ray bursts. The
optical/radio positions allow for very deep searches by the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) after the optical transient fades. From twelve of the current optical/radio
transient positions, a very faint galaxy has been observed within an arc second o f the
afterglow’s position. An arcsecond of space is so extremely small that many burst
theories include a mechanism for the bursts’ progenitors to be at this separation from
the progenitors’ galaxy. Also, this distance is small enough to avoid source confusion.
Therefore we can conclude that galaxies within an arcsecond of the radio/optical
transients are the source galaxies of the transients. Spectroscopy of the optical
transients and their counterpart galaxies has currently led to the determination of
fourteen precise redshifts9. This has not only proved that most bursts are
cosmological, but has also revealed something about the burst environment.
GRBs are intense bursts of gamma radiation, lasting from fractions o f a second
to minutes, which emit the bulk of their energy above 0.1 MeV (for a brief review, see
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Fishman 10 or Band11). During their brief appearance they may be the brightest objects
in the sky, outshining all other y-ray sources combined. They occur at random
intervals (-one/day); they do not repeat; and they are isotropic in their distribution.
Each burst is different and no two are exactly alike in their temporal structure, which
can vary dramatically. Further, the large energies radiated and the rapid variability of
the observed light curves (on the order of milliseconds) require the formation of a
relativistic fireball to avoid photon-photon pair creation opacity; the radiation we
observe is beamed towards us by a small patch on the surface o f this fireball. Until
recently, their origin has been unknown because they were not detected in any
frequency band below X-rays, and their spectral and temporal behavior provided no
distance indicators. Consequently, the distance scale was studied through the angular
distribution in the sky and the intensity distribution of the observed burst ensemble.
Indeed, BATSE discovered that they are isotropic but that the cumulative intensity
distribution deviates at the faint end from a power law with an index of -3/2, the
dependence expected of a homogeneous population in three-dimensional Euclidean
space. The deficit in the number of weak, i.e. distant, bursts detected implies that we
may be seeing the far “edge” of the burst source population12' 10.
It has long been recognized that the key to unraveling the GRB mystery is the
identification of a burst counterpart in another wavelength. As mentioned above, the
observational breakthrough occurred when BeppoSAX began localizing bursts with its
two Wide-Field Cameras (WFCs, which cover the 2-26 keV band and survey -5% of
the sky with a pixel size of SO- The detection of a burst is corroborated by the 1 cm
thick Csl shields of the Narrow Field Instruments (NFI, the mission’s main X-ray
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telescopes) which act as a Gamma Ray Burst Monitor (GRBM, with an energy range
of 40-700 keV); the GRBM verifies that a gamma-ray burst (as opposed, e.g., to an
X-ray burst) has occurred. The WFC can localize the burst to a 90% error radius of
- 8 ' on a timescale of ~4 hours, which can be reduced to ~3' with further processing.
With this rapid localization, the spacecraft can be reoriented to observe the error box
with the NFI, which can reduce the location uncertainty to - 1 ' if a fading X-ray source
is detected13. The burst coordinates are disseminated rapidly to all interested
observers around the world, particularly by the GRB Coordinate Network (GCN),
which was originally developed for distributing BATSE coordinates. A computerized
system requiring no human intervention, GCN transmits these coordinates in less than
10

seconds after receiving notification of a burst.
Approximately forty-five bursts have been localized to within 1°, of which

twenty have been identified with an optical or radio transient9. Paradoxically, the
intensities of the gamma-ray burst and the afterglows in the different energy bands are
not correlated, indicating that bursts are not standard candles (i.e., the intrinsic energy
is not constant). One recent burst, GRB 980425, has a fading X-ray source and a type
Ic supernova in its error box, and thus its counterpart is uncertain. The X-ray and
optica] transients usually fade as power laws with indices between - 1 and —2 , although
the optical light curve for GRB 970508 rose for two days before fading14. Extended
and/or persistent optical emission, interpreted as the host galaxy, has been detected at
the location of over twenty optical transients within an arcsecond or so of the position.
This result shows that the GRBs mostly occur inside distant galaxies. Although the
bursts occur within galaxies, they are significantly offset from the centers of the
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galaxies indicating that the bursts arise from neither a central massive black hole or
from a massive star ejected from the galaxy. With GRB 990123, a contemporaneous
optical component was detected by the Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment
(ROTSE) 22 seconds after the onset of the burst15. The optical spectrum of
GRB 990123 shows a redshift of 1.6, corresponding to a distance (assuming
Ho = 65 km s-1 Mpc” 1 and Qo = 0.3) of 3 .7 x l0 28 cm 16. Assuming isotropic emission,
the measured ■y-ray burst fluence of 5.1xl(r* erg cm -2 then implies the source radiated
~3.4xl0 54 erg, more than the rest mass o f a neutron star.
In the years since BATSE showed that bursts are not “local,” an emission
model was developed to explain the gamma-ray burst. In this model a relativistic
fireball with a Lorentz factor of 100-1000 propagates outward into the surrounding
medium following the release of a large energy in a small volume (photon-photon pair
opacity prevents radiation from escaping and creates a fireball). As the fireball
expands and cools, it breaks down into shells with different radial speeds. The
observed y-ray temporal structure results from the collision of these shells (or shocks)
with somewhat different Lorentz factors (hence this is called the internal shock
model17). These shocks radiate by both synchrotron and inverse Compton emission.
It was suggested before the afterglows were observed (e.g., M^szaros and Rees18) that
the shock that forms when the fireball plows up the surrounding medium would
produce an afterglow. The original simple version of this afterglow model agrees
remarkably with the observations, although detailed discrepancies are leading to more
sophisticated models.
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The spectrum of the afterglow results from the shape o f the nonthermal
electron distribution accelerated by the shock between the fireball and the surrounding
medium. The nonthermal electrons are assumed to be accelerated with a power law
distribution that cools (and therefore breaks) above a certain energy yc. Since the
shock is highly relativistic, the distribution has a low energy cutoff 7 b corresponding
to the shock’s Lorentz factor. The resulting spectrum consists o f a series of power
laws resulting from the two components of the electron distribution and the low
energy tail of synchrotron emission. At low energies the spectrum may be cut off by
absorption (e.g., free-free) by the medium surrounding the decelerating fireball. This
spectrum shifts to lower energy with time as a result of the expansion and the
decreasing Lorentz factor. The model predicts a relationship between the power law
indices o f the spectrum and the fading. The exact details of the broadband emission
properties, however, depend critically on the interstellar or the intergalactic
environment into which the fireball expands19.
Another important question is whether the emission from the fireball is
spherically isotropic or beamed. Recent results support the theory that at least some of
the GRBs have the bulk of their energy emitted in a jet. For example, GRB 980519
was one of the brightest bursts and showed a time decay of the afterglow of t-205± 0 04
in optical as well as in X-rays, which is inconsistent with spherical burst models20. In
a spherical relativistic blast model (e.g., Wijers et al.21), electrons accelerated to the
power law ETP correspond to a decaying synchrotron spectrum o f Flo<=vat*. The energy
index a = (l-p )/2 is related to the time constant 8 = 3a/2. In the case o f GRB 980519,
the observed energy index a = -1.20±0.25 and temporal decay constant 5 = -
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2.05±0.04 are inconsistent with the simple spherical fireball model. Jet models predict
a transition from radial expansion to lateral spreading, after which the temporal decay
steepens to t~*, where 8 is in the range of 2-2.3, which is consistent with the measured
time constant of GRB 980519. Jet models can also explain the break in the light
curve of GRB 990123 and the steep temporal decay slope of GRB 98032622.
However, not all gamma-ray bursts appear to be jets. GRB 970228 and
GRB 970508 both have no break in their time curves. Furthermore, GRB 970508 was
observed for nine months (when it became too faint to distinguish from its host
galaxy) to have a temporal decay constant

8

= 1.23±0.04, and GRB 970228 was

observed for six months to have a decay constant o f 8 = 1.14±0.05. These decays
support a spherical fireball model.
Perhaps a more fundamental question is the origin of the energy and the
formation of the fireball. Models for the fireball must satisfy a number of conditions.
First, the brightest bursts (such as GRB 990123) constrain the energy to > 1053 faf 7-1
erg, where fa is the beaming factor (which is around 0 . 0 1 for

10°

half-opening angle)

and f7 is the efficiency of converting the total energy into gamma-rays. Second, the
fireball must have a high Lorentz factor T to keep the duration of the burst short, even
though the gamma-rays are made in a very large volume. Finally, the bursts must
occur at a reasonable rate. From BATSE’s observed 1 burst/day, this makes the
frequency of bursts -

1

burst day-1 fa-1.

Currently, it is thought that, through a number of scenarios, a rapidly spinning
black hole forms and is surrounded by an accretion disk. The rotation of the disk or
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the black hole may amplify the magnetic field to ~10l6-1 0 17 G by differential rotation
or a dynamo mechanism23, and energy can then be extracted by a Poynting flux off the
disk or from the black hole by the Blandford-Znajek effect. Alternatively, the
accretion disk may heat up sufficiently to emit neutrinos which pair-annihilate along
the rotation axis, resulting in a relativistic outflow. A crucial requirement is a low
baryon density in the region of energy release, since otherwise the energy would be
“wasted” accelerating mass, lowering the Lorentz factor.
A crucial constraint on the specific scenario is the energy required. The
simplest “minimal” model assumes that bursts are standard candles (i.e., their intrinsic
intensities are the same) and that bursts have not undergone density or luminosity
evolution. The shape of the intensity distribution is then explained by the
cosmological curvature of space, resulting in a redshift-intensity relationship which
can be inverted to give peak luminosity of 6 x 1 0 s0 erg sec-1, which corresponds to
~ 1051 erg24. This type of energy may be explained by the merger o f a neutron starneutron star (NS-NS) or black hole-neutron star (BH-NS) binary25 or by collapsing a
rapidly spinning black hole (Collapsar)26.
The total energy available in an NS-NS or a BH-NS merger will be ~ 1 0 53 5 ergs
which will basically be divided equally into three forms: thermal energy, ordered
rotational energy, and “non-uniform” kinetic energy (either chaotic motions or
differential rotation)17. Most of the thermal energy escapes as neutrinos and
gravitational radiation, but a small fraction of this energy suffices to power a GRB27.
When the two stars merge, they produce multiple shells of ejected mass moving at
relativistic speeds. The ultra-relativistic particles in these shells are decelerated
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through some collective interaction such as collisioniess shocks. The shocks can be
broken into three categories: external shocks (forward moving shock front formed
when a shell of the relativistic particles interacts with the motionless interstellar
medium (ISM)), forward internal shocks (shocks that occur when one faster-moving
shell front overtakes a slower shell), and reverse internal shocks (shock fronts from a
reverse moving shock front, produced along with the external shock, interacting with
the forward moving shells). Through the predicted time and energy profiles o f these
shock fronts, one can predict that the forward internal shocks produce the gamma-ray
bursts, the reverse internal shocks are responsible for the prompt optical emission, and
the afterglow arises from the external shocks28.
The Collapsar model arises from a rotating star nearing the end o f its life.
When the iron core collapses, the star attempts to accrete the rest of the mass, but due
to the initial rotation of the star, a centrifugally supported disk forms29'30. Matter falls
into the hole at the poles while the matter in the disk accretes at a much slower rate.
Most of the energy dissipated in the disk is in neutrinos (-10 53 erg). About 1% of
these neutrinos collide with their anti-particle and pair-produce, with the momentum
of the particles directed along the rotational axis. When the accretion along the polar
column reaches a sufficiently small enough rate, axial jets form. The formation of
GRBs is similar to the NS-NS and BH-NS models. The GRBs are formed from the
forward moving internal shocks, whereas the prompt optical transients and the
afterglows arise from the reverse internal shocks and the external shock respectively.
As illustrated above, the source of the bursts is still very much a mystery, and
the extremely large energy release is still a major challenge for the models. The
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richness and complexity of the fireball phenomenon, and the apparent difference
between events, require a large statistical sample of bursts in order to fully unravel
what is going on in these spectacular events. MARGIE is designed to observe 30-40
gamma ray bursts in a

100

day balloon flight with sufficient signal-to-background to

permit position determination to within 1'. A population of 30 bursts with good
position information, most of them near the faint end of the logN-logS distribution,
with locations disseminated rapidly via the Galactic Coordinate Network (GCN)
should lead to significantly more optical transients than the handful to date, and a
corresponding larger sample of counterparts. MARGIE’S burst sensitivity will be
comparable to or greater than that o f SWIFT or BATSE, with greater localization
capability than BATSE but without the multiwavelength capability of SWIFT or the
multi-year exposure of satellite instruments. Whereas SWIFT will follow burst
counterparts, MARGIE will monitor the same region of sky for longer periods of time
during its

100

day flight, and so will provide a complementary sky monitoring

capability — especially for sources at higher energies than the SWIFT/BAT 150 keV
upper energy limit.
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CHAPTER 3
MARGIE INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
MARGIE is an X-ray/gamma-ray telescope designed to look for and to observe
gamma ray bursts (GRBs) and to image point sources with <1' angular resolution.
The initial MARGIE instrument will be used on a 100-day NASA Ultra-Long
Duration Balloon (ULDB) mission. MARGIE is designed to make use of the 103 kg
ULDB payload by incorporating a 104 cm 2 imaging detector (and 105 cm 2 non
imaging Nal shield) with a tungsten coded aperture to provide excellent angular
resolution and a large field-of-view (FOV).
MARGIE uses the coded aperture technique to image the X-rays/y-rays. This
is done by placing a mask that is opaque to the high-energy photons in front of the
detector. The mask has a coded set of holes etched into it. Photons from a given
direction will leave a shadow pattern on the detector that indicates the direction of the
incident photons. The hole size and the mask-detector separation determine the
angular resolution, and the area of the mask and the separation determine the FOV.
MARGIE will have five separate coded aperture telescopes: A central telescope with
1.9' angular resolution and 8.3° FOV, and four adjacent telescopes with 3.8' angular
resolution and 26.1° FOV. Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the five coded aperture
telescopes.
The key enabling technology for MARGIE is the central detector. In order to
obtain the fine-grained position resolution required in the plane of the detector, two
new position sensitive y-ray detector technologies are under development. Significant
effort has been expended recently by our MARGIE collaboration and by others on
17
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cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), a room temperature semiconductor which, with some
additional development, has the potential to provide a suitable central detector for
MARGIE. Our New Hampshire, San Diego, and Washington University collaborators
have demonstrated better than 200 p.m resolution with CZT strip detectors up to 5 mm
thick, shown 1% (FWHM) energy resolution for 662 keV X-rays, presented designs
for the required readout electronics, and measured a low CZT background in a balloon
flight. There are problems with CZT, however, in particular the issue o f fabrication of
large-scale arrays. We are therefore pursuing an alternate development as well:
pixeliated Csl coupled to fast CCDs.

Central Imager
5 mm thick W mask I
8.3° half angle FOV I
1892 cm2 detector
521 X 523 URA I
I 0.83 mm pixels /
1.9' resolution I 0,5 mm
W mask
I
I 26.1° half angle
FOV
I
I 1945 cm2detector
1
I 881X 883 URA
1
I 3.5 mm pixels
1
I 3.8' resolution

Figure 3.1 Schematic of MARGIE y-ray telescope. Instrument will consist of a high
resolution central imager and four wide field-of-view side imagers. For clarity, only
two of the side-looking elements are shown here.
Section 3.1 describes the coded aperture technique. Section 3.2 describes the
coded mask. Section 3.3 describes the cadmium zinc telluride detector and some of the
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latest results. Section 3.4 describes the pixellated scintillators that will be coupled to
Bi-Directional CCDs. Section 3.5 describes MARGIE balloon flight specifics such as
the orientation system, shields, calibrations, mechanical structure, electronics, power,
and thermal control. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the CCDs and the CCD test results.

3.1
3.1.1

Coded Aperture Imaging
Coded Aperture Technique
MARGIE images data using the coded aperture technique. High-energy

photons can neither be reflected or refracted, so an alternative method of imaging must
be used. One such method is to use a pinhole camera. A pinhole camera is
constructed by placing a mask with a single hole between an optical source and a
pixellated detector. The pixel on the detector that is illuminated can be deconvolved
onto the sky creating an image at the optical source. With X-ray and y-ray sources,
the flux from the source is so weak, that a pinhole small enough to produce a useful
resolution will be too small to produce a significant signal. The solution is to use
more than one hole so that the images from the pinholes overlap31*32. Overlapping the
images from multiple pinholes allows for a higher flux, thus improving the signal-tonoise-ratio (SNR) while maintaining the resolution of a single pinhole. For point
sources, the SNR can be improved by as much as N l/2, where N is the number of
pinholes31. However, the overlapping images must be deconvolved to obtain a single
image, so the multiple pinholes must be arranged (or coded) in such a way as to reduce
the sidelobes in the reconstructed image, thus coded aperture imaging.
The coded aperture telescope consists o f a semi-opaque mask containing many
pinholes and a position sensitive detector. The semi-opaque mask, called the aperture,
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lies in front of the detector and the high-energy photons that originate at the object go
through the holes on the aperture and leave a shadow pattern on the detector. The
detector must have a position resolution better than the pixel size (or fundamental
pinhole size) of the coded mask.
In severely overlapped images, the arrangement of the pinholes (or pattern) is
important in the reduction of artifacts (or sidelobes); that is, a point source object
shows up as a point source surrounded by small false sources similar to ghosts on TV.
Let O(iJ) represent the intensity o f a point source object as a function of position, and
A(iJ) represent the aperture function (defined to be 1 where there is a hole and 0
otherwise). The image D(ij) recorded on the detector plane is:
DC, j ) = Oii, j ) ® A(i, j ) + V(i, j ) ,

( 1)

and the deconvolved source image I(iJ) becomes:
I (i> j ) = D(i, j ) ® G(i, j )
Hi, j ) = OU, j ) ® [A(i, j ) <8 >G(i, j)] + N(i, j ) ® G(i, j).
where ® is the correlation operator and N(iJ) is a signal-independent noise. The final
reconstructed image is calculated by correlating the detector image with a decoding
function G(iJ). For the reconstruction to be successful, A®G should be approximately
a 6 -function, so I(ij) ~ O(ij), if one ignores the smoothly varying background.
For an aperture function that represents a random array of pinholes, A®G will
not be a 6 -function. The SNR (with no background noise) will be the ratio o f the
signal peak in A®G to the noise in A®G, that is, the square root of the variance o f the
sidelobes. The inherent noise of the coded-aperture system can be reduced if the
aperture function is properly chosen. One such aperture function is a uniformly
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redundant array (URA)33. By using a URA for A(iJ), G(ij) can be chosen such that
A(ij) ® G(iJ) is a 5-function.
The basic array has dimensions r and s, where both r and s are prime numbers
and r - s equals 2. So, A(iJ) =

A ( I,J ) = •

where / = mod^ and J = mod*/. Furthermore,

0

if I = 0,

1

if 7 = 0 , 7 * 0 ,

(3)

1 if C ,( /) C ,( /) = L
0
otherwise,

where
1

Cr(7) =
-1

if there exists an integer x , l < x < r
such that / = modr x 2,
otherwise.

(4)

Similarly, the decoding function G(i j ) is calculated from the aperture function
(5)
An X-ray image of a prototype 71x73 mask, taken with 40-50 keV X-rays from a
dental X-ray machine using a segmented Csl microfiber array and CCD camera is
shown in Figure 3.2.
3.1.2

Spatial Resolution and Field-of-View
The pixel size, mask-detector separation, dimension of the URA, and the mask

thickness determine the spatial resolution SO and half-angle, fully coded field of view
(FOV) (p. The maximum photon energy and the material of the mask determine the
mask thickness. Since the mask has a finite thickness, off-axis photons have a
probability of interacting with the mask. So, we define the maximum FOV such that
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Figure 3.2 X-ray image of an etched tungsten mask obtained with a 1 mm thick Csl
microfiber array and a CCD camera. The mask is a 73x71 URA pattern with 0.5 mm
thickness and 0.5 mm minimum pixel dimensions.
any photon from a zenith angle greater than <pmax encounters some fraction of the
mask. The aperture function is an N xN URA arranged in a 2x2 array. Each pixel has
dimensions axa, so the detector’s area is (Na)2 and the mask’s area is (2Na)2. The
spatial resolution, half-angle FOV, and max FOV are calculated from the pixel size a,
mask-detector separation h, and mask thickness t:
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SO = tan

(—)
h

(6)

(7)

Vamx = ta n

-I

(“ )/

(8)

As Figure 3.1 shows, MARGIE has two separate coded aperture telescopes, the
Central Imager and the Side-Looking Burst Detector. The Central Imager has a
521x523 URA pattern, a mask thickness of 5 mm, pixel size of 0.83 mm, and a maskdetector separation o f 150 cm. This gives the Central Imager a spatial resolution of
1.9', a fully coded half-angle FOV of 8.2°, and a max FOV of 9.4°. The Side-Looking
Burst Detector has an 881x883 URA pattern, a mask thickness of 0.5 mm, a pixel size
of 0.5 mm and a mask-detector separation of 45 cm. This gives the Side-Looking
Burst Detector a spatial resolution o f 3.8', a fully coded half-angle FOV of 26.1°, and
a max FOV of 45°.
3.1.3

Image Reconstruction
The reconstructed image from an MxN URA can be found from the decoding

function G(iJ) and the detector image D{ij) as follows:
I ( i J ) = D O G s £ £ d ( * , / ) G ( * + /,/ + j).
k I
For large URAs (such as the 521x523 and the 881x883 URAs proposed by
MARGIE), the above calculation requires essentially M 4 iterations and is too
computationally time consuming to be of practical use.
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An alternative approach is one using a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) 34J 5. One
can go through the Fourier Transform algorithm to find out that
F(D ® G) = F(D) • F ’ (G)
where

(10)

means complex-conjugate and *•’ denotes matrix multiplication. The image

I can be found by taking the inverse Fourier Transform of Equation 10
/= F '( F ( D ® G ) )
= F ‘(F (D )*F ’ (G)).
The FFT requires dimensions to be some power of 2. For an rxs URA and an
aperture function of dimension 2rx2s, the minimum dimension must be a power of 2
greater than 3r (where r > s ) so that both the URA and aperture function can fit into it.
So for the FFT, the first step is to enlarge the data array D and the decoding array G to
2"x2" arrays D ’ and G \ filling the unoccupied elements with Os. For a 521x523 URA,
we need a 2 llx2 11 array and for an 881x883 URA, we need a 2l2x 2 12 array:
/ = F ‘(F(D ® G ))
= F ' 1(F(D) • F* (G)).
Although the arrays in Equation 12 are larger than the ones in Equation 9, Equation 12
is still faster36. The computations in Equation 9 roughly scale as (r • s)2, whereas the
FFT from Equation 12 scales as An22n. For a 521x523 URA, the FFT is faster by a
factor of 400 and for an 881x883 array, the FFT is faster by a factor of 750.
3. 1 .4

Test of Coded-Aperture Method
Figure 3.3 shows a 6"x6" test mask o f stainless steel. Four separate patterns

are etched into the mask, including a 71x73 URA in a 2x2 mosaic (lower left). The
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mask was used to test etching methods and to perform a large-scale test of the coded
aperture method.
For the test, a beam of green light from a He-Ne laser was expanded to a
diameter of ~3" (with a Keplerian telescope) and made parallel. A parallel beam of
light illuminating the entire mask will mimic light from a point source at astrophysical
distances. The beam of light is directed through the coded aperture onto a
2048x2048x127 p,m pitch amorphous silicon array provided by R. Street of Xerox
Palo Alto Research Center. The resulting shadow pattern (Figure 3.4) was
deconvolved with a Fast Fourier Transform to produce the reconstructed image of the
source on the sky shown in Figure 3.5. It should be noted that previous experiments
have operated at the level of < 2X103 pixels and 86 - 13' compared to 2 x l0 4 pixels
and 80 = 2' used in this test. Even with 2xl04 pixels, the FFT reconstruction clearly
works well and produces a clean peak free of sidelobes.

3.2

Coded Aperture Mask
We have developed and tested the procedures for producing large coded

aperture tungsten masks using relatively straightforward photolithographic etching
techniques. We start with a rolled tungsten sheet, which has been cleaned to remove
any oxides. Cutting the tungsten is avoided because the heating required when cutting
the brittle metal leads to oxidation of the surface. A mask pattern is produced which
provides for “edge allowances” required to produce the proper shaped holes and is
transferred from CAD to a silver-based mylar acetate film using a high resolution
(16,000 dpi) laser printer. Photoresist is rolled onto the tungsten, and two acetate
masks are applied to the front and the back of the tungsten using double-sided tape.
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Figure 3.3 Test mask etched into stainless steel. Four separate 3',x3 " patterns, each
with 0.5 mm holes, are etched into steel plate. The lower left-hand pattern is a 71x73
URA used for the exposure at Xerox Palo Alto. (Note that the mask pattern has been
slightly modified from a perfect URA in order that the mask be self-supporting.) The
lower left-hand pattern o f regular circular holes has been taped over for convenient
orientation and centering during the Xerox test.
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Figure 3.5 Deconvolved image of the sky based on the detector pattern in Figure 3.4.
A parallel beam of light looks like a point source at infinity, as reconstructed here.
The resolution o f the array was 2'. The reconstructed peak on the sky shown here is a
55 sigma peak.
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The two masks are aligned using markers on the overlapping edges. The tungstenacetate sandwich is then illuminated with UV light which photoexcites the resist
through the clear holes in the mask. The acetate film is removed, the resist is
developed in soda ash to harden the unexposed photoresist, and the excited polymer
photoresist is washed away. The piece is then etched in an acid “soup” at a
predetermined rate and temperature, rinsed with water, and stripped o f the photoresist.
Figure 3.2 shows an image of a prototype X-ray mask taken with 40-S0 keV X-rays
from a dental X-ray machine using a segmented Csl microfiber array and CCD
camera37.
Energetic photons and cosmic ray particles striking tungsten will produce
fluorescence photons at an energy below that of the tungsten K-edge (69.5 keV). In
order to attenuate the tungsten fluorescence photons, a graded mask will be used. We
are still investigating various options for the grading material(s) and thicknesses. The
physical properties, ease of handling, cost of the material, and imaging performance
will dictate the choice of attenuating material. Tin (K-edge of 29.2 keV) and silver
(K-edge of 25.5 keV) foils for example, are both potentially useful in this regard. A
silver or tin mask layer can be etched, aligned (using the same procedure as for the
acetate masks), and glued to the back of the tungsten in a graded sandwich to produce
the final MARGIE mask. (The silver and tin etching procedures are the same for the
tungsten except that a different acid “soup” composition is required, the complication
of the “edge allowances” needed to etch the thick tungsten is eliminated, and the
difficulty of working with brittle tungsten is removed.) After being glued to the
tungsten, the silver/tin is then separated with a razor blade into separate adjoining
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sections in order to allow for expansion and contraction due to temperature changes in
flight. An alternate to the silver/tin foil is a thin painted layer o f cerium oxide.
Cerium has a K-edge at 40.4 keV and a low neutron cross section, and cerium is cheap
and readily available (although care must be taken to remove thorium impurities); we
are currently investigating other rare earth compounds as well. Our initial sensitivity
estimates incorporate a W-Ag mask. A thin layer of plastic scintillator will be placed
below the mask for mechanical support and to provide a means of rejecting charged
particles.

33

Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT)
Cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) is an alloy of CdTe and ZnTe, typically in the

ratio 9; 1, i.e. Cdo.9Zno.1Te. It is a “room temperature” solid state detector material
because its wide band gap, 1.6 eV, gives it high bulk resistivity at room temperature,
-1 0 11 ohm-cm, and correspondingly low leakage current and shock noise. These
properties, plus a mean atomic number -5 0 and relatively high density, 5.8 g/cm3,
make it a desirable material for position-sensitive X-ray detectors. Below 250 keV the
photoelectric effect dominates X-ray interactions, and the absorption coefficient at
100 keV is 0.9 mm~'. Thus compact, position-sensitive detectors are possible.
Detectors up to 5—10 mm thick are available, although the large areas of MARGIE and
production yield o f thick detectors will probably require thicknesses of no more than
-3 mm, giving an efficiency of 55% at 200 keV. Since it is not necessary to use
blocking-type electrical contacts, the same contact technique may be used for both
anode and cathode. Sputtered gold or platinum is often used. Contacts as fine as
100

pm are routinely fabricated.
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Position sensitivity may be obtained in two ways - pixel readout or crossed
strip readout. With pixel readout the normal configuration is for X-rays to enter the
detector’s cathode surface. Electron-hole pairs are produced when the X-rays interact,
and the electrons drift to the anode under the influence of the applied bias. Pixel
spatial response is achieved using an anode, which is a set of separate pixel-sized
contacts, each connected to its own preamplifier and electronic chain. While this
approach is practical when the number of pixels is small, a prohibitive number of
electronic chains would be required for MARGIE.
The alternative readout method is “crossed strip.” Here the top and bottom
detector faces each have a parallel set of strip electrodes with a pitch that determines
the spatial resolution. The sets are at right angles, so one set gives the x-position and
the other gives the y-position of an X-ray interaction. It is necessary to have an
electronic chain for each strip, but the total amount of electronic channels is greatly
reduced from the pixel readout case (128 vs. 4096 for a 64x64 array). Hole trapping
effects limit the charge collection at the cathodes, and therefore the anode signals are
normally used for energy analysis. It is necessary, however, that the cathode signal be
large enough to identify under which cathode an interaction occurred. For several
years UCSD and UNH have been developing CZT detectors with crossed strip readout
for hard X-ray detectors in astrophysics38,39,40'41. To improve energy resolution, a
“steering electrode” is located on the CZT surface between each anode strip. This
electrode is biased slightly negative to produce a Held that directs the electrons
towards the anodes and away from the gap between the anodes where charge
collection is poor42. This work has demonstrated an energy resolution of a few keV
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FWHM (3 keV at 14 keV to

6

keV at 184 keV). Due to hole trapping, the signal on

the cathode depends on the depth of interaction. With X-rays incident on the cathode
side of the CZT, the cathode signal can reliably localize the X-ray event except for a
small percentage of the X-rays above 80 keV (where the X-ray interacts too deep from
the cathode to be dependably detected). The spatial resolution is as fine as a few
hundred microns for detectors of up to 2 mm thickness and up to 25 cm 2 area.
The first prototype CZT tested was a strip detector manufactured by DIGIRAD
of San Diego, CA. It consisted of a monolithic Cdo.9Zno.1Te substrate measuring
28x28 mm2 by 1.5 mm thick with 64 gold stripe contacts and 2 guard stripes on each
surface. The stripe pitch and thus pixel definition was 0.375 mm in both dimensions,
with an effective imaging area of 576 mm2. The CZT array was mounted in a printed
circuit board carrier with contacts to all stripes in a standard pin grid array pattern to
facilitate safe handling and testing.
Figure 3.6 gives an example of the spectral response obtained with discrete
preamplifiers and laboratory electronics. The energy resolution at 60 keV is 4.2 keV,
including electronic noise. Recently, good progress on the “RENA” ASIC
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) readout chip has been reported43. UCSD has
been working closely with the developer, NOVA R&D, on optimizing this 32-input
device for CZT. This ASIC, coupled to a CZT, has an input-referred noise of
100 electrons rms and a system resolution of 3 keV. The RENA ASIC is appropriate
for the MARGIE CZT option.
As mentioned above, crossed strip detectors have the advantage of reducing
the number of electron chains from N 2 to 2N, but the poor hole transport limits the
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thickness of the CZT detector and thus reduces the efficiency of the detector at X-ray
energies above a few hundred keV. One possible solution being investigated by the
University of New Hampshire and the University of Montreal is a CZT with
orthogonal coplanar anodes44’45,46. The electrode geometry has non-collecting or
controlling anode strips in one dimension and collecting anode pixels, interconnected
in rows, in the orthogonal dimension. Figure 3.7 illustrates the anode surface contact
plane and the readout lines of an 8 x 8 orthogonal coplanar anode C ZT detector.
Electron motion near the anode plane results in induced charge signals on both
collecting and non-collecting electrodes. The collecting anode pixels will be more
positively biased than the non-collecting anode strips. The cathode, not shown, is a
planar electrode on the opposite surface and is negatively biased with respect to both
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Figure 3.6 CZT spectra measured for five y-ray line energies.
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Figure 3.7 CZT imaging spectrometer with co-planar orthogonal anode strips.

the collecting and non-collecting anodes. Each non-collecting strip and each
orthogonal row of collecting pixels has a dedicated electronic channel for processing
the induced charge signals. The energy is measured by the pulse height of the anode
“pixels”. The x-y coordinates of the y-ray interaction are determined for each event by
identifying the strip and the pixel row coincidentally detecting these signals. The
orthogonal configuration retains the chief advantage that strip detectors have over
pixellated configurations: achieving N2 “pixels" with 2N electronic channels.
Furthermore, computer simulations demonstrate improved energy resolution and
detection efficiency advantages over conventional double-sided strip detectors over a
broad energy range and that the z-dimension, or interaction depth, can be determined
effectively from the shape of the non-collecting strip signal. An additional advantage
over conventional strip detectors is that interconnections to the readout electronics are
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required on only one side, the anode side. Technologies and processes have been
identified that will permit highly reliable and low cost interconnections of the
electrodes with the biasing and readout electronics. This will result in compact and
rugged detector modules, which can be arranged in arrays with little or no dead space
between the modules. Using a lx l mm 2 by 5 mm thick 8 x 8 orthogonal coplanar
anode CZT detector, preliminary measurements indicate a comparable energy
resolution (1% at 662 keV and 3% at 122 keV) and a position resolution on the order
of the pitch (1 mm). These results are in good agreement with the simulations.
Overall performance and background levels o f CZT detectors at balloon
altitudes were measured recently by UCSD and WU on two balloon flights at
105,000-109,000 feet. A 14x14 mm 2 by 2 mm thick detector with crossed strip
readout, 500 p.m pitch, and discrete preamplifiers was tested47’48.
The October 15, 1997 balloon flight measured CZT background levels with
PbSnCu shielding in two thicknesses( 7 mm, 2 mm) and with no shielding. Figure 3.8
shows the background level from the different shieldings. It is interesting to note that
the thick shield (7 mm) tends to produce the most background. The thin shield is
effective at lower energies, but also adds to the background at higher energies. At
lower energies, the thin shield is optimized and the additional material in the thick
shield adds to the background (from bremsstrahlung photons, Compton scattering, and
pair production). At higher energies the photon will not have full energy deposit in
the 2 mm CZT and the material from either shield acts as a source.
On the May 21-22, 1998 flight, an ~5 cm thick Csl active shield was used at
the sides and rear (140° aperture) and several collimator schemes

(8

cm Nal active
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collimator and two 2 mm PbSnCu passive collimators) were placed in the aperture
providing a 20° FOV. One of these was similar to MARGIE: a 2 mm PbSnCu passive
shield with a 20° clear aperture. With a 10 MeV threshold, Figure 3.9 shows a
background rate of ~5xlO ' 4 cts/cm 2-s-keV in the 30-100 keV range. The Csl shield
was 5 cm thick, versus 1 cm Nal in the MARGIE concept, but this difference should
have little effect below 100 keV since the transmission of M ARGIE’S Nal shield is
<1% at these energies. At higher energies some X-rays will penetrate the Nal shield
and there will be more background than shown in Figure 3.9. This low background
Active Shield ON; sh u tte r CLOSED
Active Shield ON: ehutter OPEN: 20* POV
X Active/i' seive ehleld; 20* POV
J Active i laid on; 140* rov
Inferred 20* Aperture Plus (MO)

1 0 '1
>

10

100

1000

Energy (keV)

Figure 3.8 CZT spectrum measured at balloon altitude47.
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count rate indicates that for the size of the individual MARGIE detectors (-1 0 cm2),
we can expect less than 1 background count per second for the entire MARGIE energy
range (30-600 keV).

3.4

Inorganic Scintillator
An alternative to CZT is a central detector composed of pixellated Csl or BGO

scintillator coupled to Fast Timing Bi-Directional Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs).
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Figure 3.9 Background measured at balloon float altitude as a function o f threshold48.
The Bi-Directional CCD is discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Some properties of
various inorganic scintillators are listed in Table 3.1.
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Cesium Iodide doped with Thallium, CsI(Tl), is an efficient X-ray/y-ray
scintillator with a very high light output of 59 photons/keV. The CsI(Tl) emission
spectrum (-560 nm) also matches up well to Silicon CCDs (with the Quantum
Efficiency peaking in the 500-800 nm range). Unfortunately CsI(Tl) has a low
density (4.53 g/cm3), giving it a low stopping power at higher energies.
Approximately 93% of 300 keV X-rays pass through 1 mm o f CsI(Tl) without
interaction (96% at 500 keV). For a 1 cm thickness these fractions of unattenuated
photons go down to 47% at 300 keV and 66% at 500 keV. CsI(Tl) also is slightly
hygroscopic, but an epoxy or spray coating can keep it relatively moisture free.
Table 3.1 Properties of selected inorganic scintillators49.
Material

Density

Light Output

Wavelength of
Max. Emission

Attenuation
Coefficient
(300 keV)
(an*/e)

Attenuation
Coefficient
(500 IwV)
(ctnVa)

(a/on5)

(photons/keV)

(nm)

CsI(Tl)

4.53

59

560

I.67E-01

9.26E-02

BGO

7.13

9

480

2.94E-01

1.31E-01

NaI(Tl)

3.67

38

415

1.53E-01

9.04E-02

Bismuth Germanate (BuGei20i2 or BGO) has a density (7.13 g/cm3) greater
than CsI(Tl), making it a more desirable material to use with high-energy photons.
For 1 mm thick BGO, 81 % of 300 keV photons pass through the BGO without
interaction (91% at 500 keV). With 1 cm thick BGO, these numbers go down to 12%
at 300 keV and 39% at 500 keV. But, BGO has very low conversion efficiency
(9 photons/keV) and a poorer matched emission spectrum to our Silicon CCD
(-480 nm).
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In a uniform, homogeneous scintillator, as the detector thickness increases, the
spot size of the emitted scintillation light correspondingly increases. Since the light is
emitted isotropically, the spot size diameter is proportional to the detector’s thickness.
One therefore has competing requirements: a thick detector is needed for high-energy
detection efficiency, yet the detector must still remain thin to maintain good position
resolution. MARGIE’S position resolution requirements demand a spot size < 0.5 mm.
Therefore, 2D arrays of inorganic scintillators with < 0.5 mm pixels are required for
MARGIE. We describe three possible approaches to the segmented scintillator below,
machined arrays (3.4.1), evaporated microfiber arrays (3.4.2), and injected metal
matrices (3.4.3). The machined arrays appear to be the most promising.
3.4.1

Machined Arrays
One possible method of achieving these arrays is through machining inorganic

scintillators into small fibers and bundling these fibers together to produce 2D arrays.
The pixel size is limited by the properties of the given scintillator (e.g. hardness,
cleavage, ease of machining). Currently both 2D arrays with 300 p.m pitch pixels
have been achieved with both CsI(Tl) and BGO. Between each pixel is a separator
material used to reflect the light produced by the scintillator down the fiber to the
CCD and also to prevent optical crosstalk between pixels. A composite separator is
perhaps more optimal than a single material in that it can provide the reflective
properties of white materials (such as white paint, teflon, or white epoxies) with the
“zero" crosstalk of solid metals or films. In addition, both CsI(Tl) and BGO have
been produced with thicknesses of 4.4 cm49, which is larger than the necessary
thickness required by MARGIE (~1 cm).
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Due to the recent availability (and affordability) of machined pixellated
scintillators, machined arrays appear to be the most promising approach. The
machined arrays have the advantage o f having thicknesses capable o f capturing
600 keV X-rays, while maintaining pixel sizes of 500 p.m. Currently machined arrays
are being tested for energy range, energy resolution, and position resolution at LSU.
3.4.2

Microfiber Arrays
Csl microfiber detectors offer another possible solution at energies up to

-100 keV37-50. CsI(Tl) layers are evaporated in such a way that a film is formed of
10-100 p,m diameter fibers extending from the top to the bottom surface of the film.
The elongated fiber structure acts as an array o f light pipes to channel light to the
bottom surface by total internal reflection. With a 900 pm thick film and 15 p.m
diameter fibers, Drewery et al.51 find a spot size of 300 p.m and a light yield of
2.5xl04 photons/MeV. Measurements on fiber scintillators grown for us at Radiation
Monitoring Devices (RMD) have achieved resolution close to 100 p.m and light yields
in excess of 3 x l0 4 photons/MeV.
To grow the Csl, one starts with a quartz, glass, or silicon substrate transparent
to the 540 nm peak scintillation output of Csl. Either a thin (20-50 p.m) polyamide
mask is baked onto the substrate and etched using standard photolithographic
techniques in order to produce the seed pattern for initializing the crystal growth in
distinct fibers; or a substrate of glass fiberoptic is used to provide the seed pattern.
Figure 3.10 shows an SEM micrograph of the resulting regular column structure of a
100 p.m thick Csl array grown on a patterned substrate. Figure 3.11 shows a closeup
of a 300 p.m film.
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The Csl must then be deposited under carefully controlled conditions of temperature
and evaporation rate so as to produce distinct well-defined, regular fibers extending all
the way from the substrate to the top of the Csl layer. In the past, efforts to develop
thick films with regular fiber patterns and as few defects as possible have encountered
internal stresses at high deposition rates, and difficulties maintaining the fiber pattern
for long, thin fibers. Typically, however, this previous work has been for arrays with
significantly finer resolution than MARGIE’S requirements. Allowing the fiber
diameter to increase significantly simplifies the crystal deposition process and makes
it possible to deposit significantly thicker Csl layers.

Figure 3.10 Scanning electron microscope picture of a 100 p,m thick CsI(Tl) fiber
layer deposited at RMD.
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Figure 3.11 SEM closeup of 300 p,m film. The substrate pattern can be seen clearly
at the bottom of the columns, with the well-separated Csl fibers growing up from the
tops of the substrate pedestals.
In a conventional vapor deposition system, uniformity is obtained over large
areas by increasing the distance between the evaporation source and the substrate. For
a given film thickness, this increases the quality of scintillator material and
consequently fabrication cost. In addition, at large source-substrate angles the
deposited columns tend to bend away from the vertical. In order to overcome these
difficulties, our samples are deposited from the source onto the substrate holders using
multiple crucibles to contain the initial material. Figure 3.12 shows a contour plot of
the measured uniformity for a case with two containers with a 3 cm center-to-center
distance. Over a distance of 8 cm along the axis of the Csl crucibles, the measured
thickness varies by approximately 5%. In addition, this uniformity is produced with a
very short source-substrate distance, so that our thick scintillator films can be
deposited both uniformly and economically.
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Since the vapor pressure of the thallium iodide dopant exceeds that of the cesium
iodide, control of the T1 level has been a concern in the past. Losses of T1 from the
initial Csl source during evaporation, from the deposited film on the hot substrate,
and by migration of the T1 from the Csl columns with time have led to low light
output and aging. In our samples, light yield has been maximized by careful control of
T1 concentration.

Measured Unif w/2 Crucibles at 3" C - C

K

Distance on Substrate (cm)

Figure 3.12 Measured uniformity for a microfiber array grown using two Csl
crucibles separated by 3 cm along the horizontal axis. Contours show the measured
Csl thickness in microns
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After the Csl is deposited, a reflective layer of aluminum is evaporated (or an
A1 foil is glued down) on top in order to reflect scintillation light escaping out of the
top back down the fiber. With the current fiber arrays, a foil reflector yields a 40%
increase in light compared to an array with no reflector, evaporated reflective layers
give -20% increase. The entire film is then encapsulated in a thin air-tight moisture
barrier of SiC>2. Light output from 300 p.m thick Csl arrays is 7 times that of
commercial thin therbium-doped glass scintillators at 70-420 kVp and 1.3 times that
of a commercial Lanex screen at 28 kVp (Figure 3.13).

LIGHT OUTPUT COMPARISON
FOR VARIOUS THICKNESSES
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Figure 3.13 Light yield in arbitrary units for Csl microfiber arrays of varying
thicknesses.
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Imaging tests have been performed by coupling a small area (14x14 mm2) thin
(100 p.m) Csl plate to a commercially cooled CCD with linear sampling frequency of
11 line pairs/mm. X-ray images obtained with a tapered line pair phantom (with line
separations ranging from 1 to 2.6 Ip/mm) are shown in Figure 3.14. In Figure 3.15, we
show the results obtained when a high resolution line pair phantom was placed directly
on top of the microfiber array and exposed to a medical X-ray beam at 28 kVp with
integrated beam intensity 15 mAs. The line pair phantom consisted of groups o f 5 thin
lines, with each group having a spacing of 5, 8,10, 11, 12, and 13 Ip/mm. Figure 3.15
shows a cross section profile of the line pair phantom compared to the result obtained
(at the same beam settings) with a standard thin (100 p,m) medical X-ray screen. The
increase in resolution with the microfiber array was significant compared to both the
film screen and a CsI(Tl) film of the same thickness deposited on an unpattemed
substrate. At 200 kVp, the modulation seen with a 14 Ip/mm phantom (corresponding
to 36 p.m line separation) was 15%, and 63% at 4 lp/mm (125 p.m line separation); at
420 kVp, the observed modulation was 20% at 14 lp/mm.
An X-ray image of a MARGIE prototype coded aperture tungsten mask (pixel
size 0.5 mm) taken with 40-50 keV X-rays from a dental X-ray machine, is shown in
Figure 3.2. For the X-ray astronomy application at 50 keV, the Csl scintillator
produces 20 optical photons/keV which are detected with 35% quantum efficiency by
the CCD. Assuming that the diameter of the Csl scintillator is twice the diameter of
the Bi-Directional CCD pixel (which is required by MARGIE) so that the signal is
split over 4 CCD pixels, and that each photon produces 1 electron, then a 50 keV
signal corresponds to approximately 90 e~/pixel. If the total (readout plus thermal)
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noise is 10 e'/pixel (rms), then the chance of spurious hits at the 9o level simultaneous
in 4 contiguous pixels in a 512x512 array is exceedingly small. The fiber arrays hold
excellent promise for energies up to 100-200 keV, but it is difficult to grow long
enough fibers to go to higher energies. We have therefore looked at alternate
approaches as well.
3.4.3

Injected Metal Matrices
A difficulty with the fiber arrays is that it has not been possible to grow them

thicker than -1 mm. Thinner arrays can be stacked (with somewhat reduced
resolution) in order to reach an overall detector thickness close to 1 cm, but a

Figure 3.14 X-ray image of tapered medical line pair phantom with pair spacing from
1.0 to 2.6 lp/mm.
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Figure 3.15 Cross sectional view of medical line pair phantom using a 28 kVp X-ray
beam and a 100 p.m thick Csl array, (a) Signal modulation due to 6 groups of line
pairs with spacings 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, and 13 lp/mm as viewed by a prototype thin Him
structured CsI(Tl) coupled to a commercial medical CCD with resolution 11 lp/mm.
(b) Same phantom image acquired using a commercial Kodak Min-R™ high
resolution phosphor screen viewed by the same CCD and using the same X-ray beam
intensity and exposure settings. Resolution up to 8 lp/mm was observed at a reduced
contrast.
promising alternative approach is that of segmented metal matrices. The idea is to
start with a prefabricated mold similar to the composite honeycomb material used for a
lightweight aircraft wing, and then to inject molten Csl into the metal structure under
vacuum. The temperature must be kept above 620° C (the Csl melting point) during
the injection and then lowered in a controlled fashion after injection so as not to
produce nonuniformities or voids.
For MARGIE, we desire metal matrices that have pixel sizes -0.5 mm and a
height of -1 cm, which is not currently available. So, we have attempted to fabricate
the metal matrices ourselves using techniques of deep X-ray lithography (LIGA) at
LSU’s Center for Advanced Microstructures and Devices (CAMD). CAMD is a 1.3
and 1.5 GeV electron synchrotron and a leading U.S. center in X-ray lithography. The
CAMD beamline was to be used to produce very high aspect ratio (ratio of height to
wall thickness -100) matrices with pixel sizes -500 Jim and heights up to 1 mm,
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which can then be aligned and stacked together to produce a 1 cm high final structure.
With the recently completed upgrade to the CAMD beamline, it should be possible to
produce metal matrices with heights up to 1 cm without stacking. RMD was then to
perform the Csl vacuum injection.
The basic LIGA process begins with the creation of a mask. A chrome-onquartz photomask from a 2D CAD layout, similar to that for semiconductor
manufacturing, is used to image the pattern on an X-ray transparent substrate (e.g.
silicon or silicon nitride membrane or beryllium substrate) through photolithography
of a spin-coated photoresist layer. This step is followed by gold electroplating to form
the absorber patterns opaque to X-rays. The resulting LIGA mask is used as for
shadow printing with X-rays into a thick resist layer, typically an acrylic PMMA sheet
bonded to a conductive substrate (e.g. a solid piece o f metal or a silicon wafer with a
plating base). During exposure, the X-rays produce chain scissions of the PMMA to
reduce molecular weight in the exposed regions, which can selectively be dissolved in
a developer (see Figure 3.16). After development o f the resist, the cavities formed
into the resist can be filled by electroplating. Candidate wall materials with a high
atomic number include elemental metals such as gold, and alloys such as Ni-W. An
alternative is to deposit tungsten into the PMMA mold by chemical vapor deposition.
The plan was to then inject the Csl melt into these 500 pm metallic matrices
and stack layers together to form a composite o f height 1 cm. Stacking with an
alignment accuracy of approximately 5 pm can be achieved with standard mechanical
alignment techniques. In order to achieve good light transmission through the stacked
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Figure 3.16 PMMA matrix produced at CAMD by LIGA. The positive PMMA
matrix is used to produce a negative, which must then be electroplated with gold or
tungsten.
layers, the surfaces must be flat and optically coupled. The arrays are then polished,
aligned, stacked, and tested for light yield and optical transmission.
The first step in the LIGA process is the production of the X-ray mask. We
attempted to fabricate a prototype mask with (200 p.m)2 open cell area and 4 different
wall thicknesses: S, 10, IS, and 20 p.m. The masks were designed in a 2D CAD
program, but it was never possible to successfully fabricate a complete prototype
X-ray mask. Currently, our efforts to use LIGA at CAMD to fabricate metal matrices
for MARGIE have been indefinitely postponed.
Another possible alternative is to use an array of packed stainless steel
cylinders cut to the correct dimensions. Figure 3.17 shows an array of stainless steel
tubing with 400 p.m diameter, 40 p.m wall thickness, and 1 cm length. The cylinders
are first cleaned in trichloroethylene, then in nitric acid, and finally in water in an
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ultrasonic bath, assembled into a stainless steel matrix, and held in place with a fine
stainless wire mesh. The first attempt at vacuum injection with these carefully cleaned
steel cylinders, using RMD’s existing injection procedures, clearly allowed us to
pinpoint surface oxidation produced during the heating as a problem in the initial
injections.

Figure 3.17 Metal array of packed stainless steel tubing.
We believe these problems with the existing vacuum injection techniques can
be overcome, but with the recent availability of machined pixellated CsI(Tl) and BGO
arrays, our research effort has been in testing these machined arrays, so the
development and testing of the stainless steel cylinder arrays has also been indefinitely
postponed.
3.4.4 Bi-Directional CCDs
The scintillator output is detected with a Bi-Directional CCD. The BiDirectional CCD is advantageous to MARGIE in that it has a 10 p.s timing resolution
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and 50 nm position resolution without any dead time or dead area for the image
readout. The Bi-Directional CCD is discussed at length in CHAPTER 4.

3.5
3.5.1

MARGIE Balloon Flight Specifics
Orientation System
The aspect determination system will provide sub-arc-minute resolution using

a combination of fiber-optic gyroscopes (FOGs), CCD cameras, and an onboard GPS
receiver. The high precision FOGs give instantaneous zenith and azimuth angles.
They are subject, however, to drifts (on the order of arc minutes per hour). In order to
correct for the FOG drift, a system of CCD cameras will be used as star cameras. This
insures that at least one camera will be viewing dark sky at any given time. The
images will be digitized, compressed, and stored on board. The star camera will then
undergo ground analysis using a reduced version of the Hubble Space Telescope
PASS software system to provide a final aspect solution.
The instrument will be fixed in a vertical position. The payload will be
suspended from a rotor manufactured by Meer Inc., which has flown several times
now from McMurdo with the HIREGS instrument, and satisfies National Scientific
Balloon Facility’s (NSBF) engineering requirements. It can maintain the payload to
within ±10° in azimuth, making it possible to orient the solar panels towards the sun
and at the same time provide compatibility for a backprojection approach to
MARGIE'S image reconstruction. The Meer system should in fact be capable of
providing several arc-minute pointing stability without much additional effort. In this
case, we would then have some additional options available for the data analysis (i.e.
we can then bin the data into individual pointing directions and FFT the binned data).
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Further discussion of the data analysis approach, and the relation between the
instrument pointing stability and image processing time can be found in McConnell et
al52.
3.5.2

Shields
The single largest contributor to the background will be cosmic diffuse and

atmospheric photons. We therefore place a 1 cm active sodium iodide (Nal) shield
around the instrument to attenuate the photon flux from entering from the sides. The
Nal will extend from the detector plane up to the mask. The tungsten mask will sit
above a thin (0.5 cm) plastic scintillator charged particle detector to detect particles
striking the mask and to detect charged particles generated in the mask. They will be
integrated with the detector plane, and then the entire detector plus shield assembly
will be mounted as a unit during instrument integration.
The shields potentially provide 105 cm2 of Nal surface area for a burst trigger.
The background in the shields will be large, however, so that they must be properly
segmented before incorporating them into the trigger. MARGIE will optimize the
shield design to provide the best sensitivity for faint bursts.
3.5.3

Calibrations
There are two aspects to the calibration of MARGIE: 1) the energy calibration

(and response characterization) of the central detection plane; and 2) the calibration
(or alignment) of the imaging system. Calibrations for both components must be
performed during pre-flight assembly and testing as well as during in-flight
operations. The development of calibration procedures for MARGIE draws heavily
on our and our collaborators’ past experiences with balloon-borne y-ray detectors, the
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SMM Gamma-Ray Spectrometer, the COMPTEL experiment on CGRO, and HEXTE
on XTE.
A series of pre-flight measurements using various radioactive sources will be
used to characterize the response function of the detection plane throughout the
operating energy range of the experiment. As part o f this pre-flight calibration
process, there will be an effort to match the gains of each of the separate detector
modules. This will help ensure a uniform detection plane response. It can be
expected, however, that there may exist residual nonuniformities due, for example, to
intrinsic variations within each module. The calibration data will be used to map out
variations in the efficiency (including threshold effects) which may exist both within
individual modules and over the integrated detection plane. These will become
important in the flight data analysis, which will require corrections for any
nonuniformities in the detection plane efficiency.
The in-flight energy calibration of the central detector will employ a tagged
241Am (60 keV) source. The tagging will be achieved in much the same manner as
was done on the SMM instrument using ^C o y-rays, where the radioactive material
was embedded in plastic scintillator that tagged each decay using the signal from the
associated 0-particle53. In our case th e 241Am decay emits an a-particle with the
60 keV X-ray, and thus has a tagging efficiency approaching 100%. Two to five
241Am sources will be positioned in front of the mask to ensure an adequate coverage
of the five detection planes. The information recorded for each event includes a
calibration flag indicating when an event is associated with an 241Am decay and which
of the calibration sources were involved. Analysis o f the calibration events will
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provide gain corrections both as a function o f time and as a function o f location within
the detection plane (thus allowing for the possibility of gain differences within each
detection plane). Note that the tagged nature of these events means that they can be
readily excluded from the scientific data analysis — i.e., they do not contribute to the
instrumental background.
The goal of the imaging system calibration is to confirm the relative alignment
of the mask and detection planes and to provide a reference for an accurate aspect
solution of the imaging axis. The gondola pointing system will provide an accurate
aspect solution for the telescope frame, but this may not correspond to the axis of the
detector system. The mask-detector alignment will be determined during pre-flight
checkout using both mechanical alignments and near-field source imaging. During in
flight operations, any relative shifts of the mask with respect to the detection plane can
be identified using the projected pattern of the 241Am calibration events. The
placement of the radioactive sources above the mask will be used to check the
alignment and will be designed to permit near-field imaging of the sources. Any
identified shifts can then be incorporated into the final image reconstructions.
3.5.4

Gondola and Structure
The pressure vessel gondola follows a design pioneered by investigators at the

California Institute of Technology and manufactured by Irvin Industries, Inc. It
consists of two Kevlar fabric hemispherical domes bolted to a 6-inch tall by 90-inch
diameter aluminum ring using O-ring fitted flanges. An inner bladder composed of
polyurethane-coated nylon provides the gas-tight seal for the gondola. The design is
light weight (20 lbs per dome, 125 lbs total), tough and puncture resistant, very thin
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(-0.06 g/cm2), and about a factor of 5 to 6 less expensive than equivalent spun A1
shells. This type of pressure vessel has flown on previous balloon missions with
success, and NSBF has reviewed and approved the design. A Kevlar shell will be
used on the Washington University TIGER ULDB flight, and work is currently
underway to develop a bladder that will be suitable for a 100-day balloon flight. A
test flight on a small super-pressure balloon is being considered for the near future to
verify the Kevlar shell’s performance.
NSBF’s structural requirements specify that the balloon payload must be
contained following parachute deployment shocks of lOg vertical, 5g horizontal, and
5g diagonal. To this we add our own requirements that the experiment detector must
survive the parachute deployment shocks as well as a 2g landing and a Ig tip over.
Under these requirements, all of our mechanical design has been subject to Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) to minimize the weight of the structure and yet assure that all
stresses are below the proof stress of the material and that no buckling occurs. The
telescope assembly is a rectangular framed structure composed of A1 angle and tubing
and honeycomb plate. The electronics and detectors are contained in insulated boxes
integral to the framing. The tungsten mask is supported atop the assembly by the
framing and a sheet o f plastic scintillator. The assembly is bolted to A1 beams, which
transfer the load to the suspension rods. The undercarriage/landing frame which
supports the batteries, photovoltaics, ballooncraft electronics modules, and ballast
hoppers is also attached the load pads so that, during flight, its weight is transferred to
the suspension rods as well. Thus, the pressure vessel is in essence free floating and is
not a structural element of the payload. The total telescope weight will be 990 kg,
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compatible with the launch and lift capacity of a 28xl06 ft3 super-pressure balloon
flying at -4 0 km.
3.5.5

Flight Electronics, Telemetry and Data Rates
Figure 3.18 shows the main components of the flight data system. This system

is modularized with each component performing a particular function and
communicating across a 10 Mbps Ethernet. This concept greatly simplifies the
development and debugging of the flight software. Each module is constructed from
commercially available boards built upon the PC /104 bus which are low cost,
compact, low power, and are widely used in embedded systems. Each module has
either an Intel 386 or 486 CPU which handles the "local" functionality and coordinates
activities with the Flight Control Unit (FCU). This unit interfaces with the NSBF
ULDB electronics to uplink and downlink commands and instrument status frames.
Commands are decoded by the FCU, which then executes an associated coded
directive that may require further commands to be sent to and executed by a
subsystem. The FCU queries the data-providing modules (i.e. the Flight Detector
Electronics which directs the acquisition of data from the detectors upon receipt of a
trigger, the Power System which controls and monitors the payload power system, the
Orientation System that senses and controls the telescope pointing, and the
Housekeeping Sensors which monitor the internal environment) for available data
frames. These frames are time tagged and transferred to the Recording Module, which
stores the data on high-density magnetic tape. In the case of a continental US
(CONUS) flight, where data can be transferred to the ground, the data frame is also
sent to the Telemetry Module that includes a buffer where data can be held
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temporarily. If the payload comes within line-of-sight (LOS) of a telemetry ground
station, a command uplinked to the instrument will trigger the Telemetry Interface
Module to dump the contents of the buffer through the Auxiliary Science Transmitter
at a high bit rate (-320-512 kbps). This provides a mechanism on long duration
balloon flights for obtaining a significant sample of flight data (for assessing the
current instrument performance or as a backup in case the data recorders are lost) if
ground stations are available along the flight path or if an aircraft performs
underflights. For ULDB flights the NSBF-supplied electronics provide the ability to
send telemetry through various satellite links. These include INMARSAT for a
2048-bit packet every 15 minutes, ARGOS with a 256-bit packet every minute, and a
TDRSS link that can send 50 kbps to the flight control center at Palestine, Texas.
While INMARSAT and/or ARGOS will allow us to send only cursory status
information back to the launch site, the TDRSS link could accommodate most o f our
“housekeeping” data or a fraction of our event data. For this reason we plan to place a
“Data Repeater” at Palestine during the flight which will receive the TDRSS data and
make it available to us over the Internet at the home institutions.
3.5.6

Power System
MARGIE will draw 760 W of power. For this estimate, we have used

500 p.W/channel for the readout electronics, which appears to be feasible given the
current designs. The power consumption of the digital electronics was computed for
all the modules shown in Figure 3.18 on the basis of specifications supplied with the
PC/104 boards and on the major components making up the custom data acquisition
boards. To these numbers we added an additional 20% to account for inefficiency of
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Figure 3.18 The MARGIE flight data system.
the DC/DC conversion. The MARGIE power requirements are totally compatible
with the 1000 W continuous power capability planned for the ULDB ballooncraft
system.
3.5.7

Thermal Control
Our initial thermal analysis assumes the instrument power levels above and

takes into account heat conduction across the pressure vessel shell, solar isolation,
Earth albedo and IR blackbody radiation to the sky and to the Earth. In these
equilibrium calculations, we have assumed a uniform temperature inside the shell, and
that the outer surface of the upper and lower domes are at different but uniform
temperatures. Each dome is covered by an insulating cover of light blue Ethafoam,
with a thermal conductivity

k

= 0.185 BTU-in/ft2-hr-°F, which has been painted bright

white (total solar absorptivity a = 0.09; total emissivity € = 0.9) to minimize the
effects of the sun setting. Since the Kevlar/nylon shell skin is so thin, it is the
properties o f the Ethafoam which dominate the thermal gradient across the shell. The
sun’s insolation (1350-1400 W/m2) and Earth's albedo reflection (0.3 to 0.4) are
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absorbed by the domes at total solar absorptivity a , while taking into account a range
of elevation angles for the Sun. The sky temperature was taken to be -270° C, while
the Earth could have an equivalent temperature of -3 7 ° C to -18° C (180-240 W /m2),
depending upon the extent of cloud cover. The ballooncraft modules are assumed to
be shielded so that their power radiates out the sides.
Under these conditions we calculate that, with appropriate heat ballasting and
conduction of the internal heat from the electronics to the outside, MARGIE will be
able to maintain an internal temperature of -20° C to 0° C without the need o f a
temperature control system. Electronic components inside the shell that need greater
thermal control will be separately insulated from the rest of the apparatus. We have
varied a , e, and

k

within reasonable values, which produced insulation thicknesses in

the range of 12 to 40 mm to assure an appropriate internal temperature. We conclude
that MARGIE will not need the added weight, expense, and engineering complications
of extra thermal radiators.
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CHAPTER 4
BI-DIRECTIONAL CCD
The current design for MARGIE’S central detector calls for segmented Csl
coupled to a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD). A CCD is a well-suited detector to be
paired with the Csl because o f its high position resolution (as low as 10 |i.m for some
CCDs) and proven technology for space instruments. However, standard CCDs are
integrating devices operating no faster than video rates (typically -3 0 Hz). For a
balloon-borne y-ray telescope the CCD must have a time resolution better than the
average time interval between cosmic ray hits on the veto shield (~10 kHz). In
addition if the CCD is to provide spectral information (e.g. on cyclotron lines, nuclear
lines, the positron annihilation line, or spectral shapes), the time resolution must be
good enough (and the noise must be low enough) to isolate single photons.
In addition to the time resolution, a standard CCD also has another
disadvantage: dead time during readout or dead area on the CCD used for readout. In
a typical CCD, the photosensitive area is exposed to incident light for some integration
time. After the image has been acquired, the CCD is cut off from the light via a
shutter (to avoid parasitic signal smearing) and read out during a readout time interval.
While the image is being read out, the instrument cannot take any data. Some CCDs
have frame transfer modes that allow these CCDs to run in a shutter-less environment.
These CCDs use half (or more) o f the photosensitive area as memory zones. The
charges in the photosensitive area are clocked at a high rate to the memory zones and
read out from the memory zones. This has the advantage of not having any dead time
and not requiring a shutter, but significantly reduces the total photosensitive area.
60
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We have developed a Fast Timing Bi-Directional CCD in order to overcome
these problems. By placing an amplifier at the top of each odd column and the bottom
of each even column, eliminating the horizontal clocking, and clocking continuously,
we are able to obtain 10 |jl s timing resolution and SO p.m position resolution without
any dead time or dead area for the image read out54. The high time resolution, fine
position resolution and continuous read out make this CCD a highly suitable
instrument for a balloon-borne 7 -ray telescope.
Section 4.1 explains the operation of a standard CCD. Section 4.2 goes into a
detailed description of the Fast Timing Bi-Directional CCD. Section 4.3 describes the
hardware used in testing the CCD. Section 4.4 describes the various tests of the CCD
and the results.

4.1

Charge-Coupled Devices
A Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) is a semiconductor that transfers

information in the form of electron packets. This information comes from photons
absorbed by the CCD and transformed via the photoelectric effect into electron
packets. Mobile electric charge is stored in a semiconductor storage cell. This mobile
electric charge is transferred to a neighboring storage cell through periodic variations
in the potential level of the storage cell’s well and barriers. The amount of electric
charge in each packet represents information. This information is then read out by onchip readout amplifiers.
4.1.1

Charge Accumulation
Silicon is sensitive to visible and near-infrared light. The silicon will absorb

light and produce an electron (photoelectron) due to Einstein’s photoelectric effect.
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This is accomplished by exciting an electron in the valence band o f silicon Ev into
silicon’s conduction band Ec producing an electron in the conduction band and a hole
in the valence band. Silicon has a band gap Eg that is approximately 1.107 eV at
300 K, so photons with energy of 1.1 to 5 eV will generate a single e-h pair, whereas
photons with energy greater than 5 eV will produce multiple e-h pairs (see Figure 4.1).
Below the photosensitive area is a potential well (a unit cell) that stores an amount of
photoelectrons proportional to the intensity of incident light.

Figure 4.1 Semiconductor absorbing a photon and an energetic particle. When a low
energy photon interacts with a semiconductor, it excites a valence electron. If the
photon’s energy Eph is at least equal to the band gap Eg in the semiconductor, it can lift
the electron into the conducting band, creating an e-h pair. A very energetic photon
can create multiple e-h pairs.
The Quantum Efficiency (QE) of a CCD describes the CCD’s response to
different wavelengths of light. A standard front-illuminated CCD has better QE in red
than blue due to thick polysilicon gates (-500 nm). Since blue has a larger absorption
coefficient than red, more blue photons will be absorbed in the polysilicon gates.
Back-illuminated CCDs have better QE since the photons are absorbed directly in the
potential wells of the CCD. Back illuminated CCDs must be carefully thinned to
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about 10 fim to insure uniformity in the signal. Because of the high index of
refraction of silicon, back-illuminated CCDs are also usually coated with an antireflection (AR) coating. Figure 4.2 shows the typical Quantum Efficiency of a frontilluminated and back-illuminated CCD5S.
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Figure 4.2 Comparison o f the Quantum Efficiency for a front-illuminated
Photometries PM512 CCD and a thinned AR coated back-illuminated PM512 CCD.
The AR coating causes the CCD to be more sensitive in the near infrared region55.
4 . 1 .2

Charge Transfer
The building block fo ra CCD is the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS)

Capacitor (see Figure 4.356). Essentially the CCD is manufactured by oxidizing the
top of a silicon wafer, producing a layer of silicon dioxide. A second layer of
conducting material, e.g. aluminum or heavily doped polysilicon, is deposited on top
of this layer and etched away over individual cells forming the conducting gates.
The capacitance of this MOS structure is voltage dependent. For a grounded
p-type substrate and a negative gate voltage, the holes are attracted to the Si-Si0 2
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Figure 4.3 Example o f a MOS capacitor56.
interface causing accumulation. For a positive voltage, the holes are repelled, thus
creating a depletion region. As the voltage is increased, there is a threshold voltage
where an inversion layer forms at the oxide-semiconductor interface: the minority
carriers (electrons) form a layer at the interface. The threshold voltage is dependent
on the bulk potential of the substrate, the doping of the substrate, and the thickness of
the oxide. The inversion layer charge is proportional to the applied voltage, where the
proportionality constant between the charge and the voltage is the capacitance. For a
100 nm layer of SiC>2, the typical depletion depth is 0.5 p.m57’58.
Similar to the MOS capacitor is the n-type Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor FieldEffect-Transistor (MOSFET). The MOSFET consists of two highly-doped n-type
semiconductor regions, source and drain, separated from the p-type substrate by a
reverse-biased p-n junction. A metal or polysilicon gate, separated from the silicon
substrate by an oxide layer, lies between the source and drain regions. When a
positive voltage is applied to the gate, electrons form on the surface of the
semiconductor-oxide interface, called an inversion layer, forming a conducting region
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between the source and drain regions. The source and the drain semiconductor
regions are identical. Positive voltage is applied to each region with the amount of
voltage determining the region that supplies the electrons (source) and the region that
collects the electrons (drain). The MOSFET can be both a current and a voltage
amplifier. Since no gate current is required to maintain the inversion layer, the gate
voltage determines the current between the source and the drain. For large sourcedrain voltages, the current saturates, so that small drain current variations cause large
drain voltage variations. Figure 4.4 is a diagram of an n-type MOSFET.

Figure 4.4 Example of an n-type MOSFET. As the gate voltage VGs increases, the
current between the source and the drain increases56.
The CCD is composed of many of these MOS capacitors arranged in an array.
The silicon between each column is p-type doped (for example, with boron) and held
at ground, which confines the electrons within a given column (this barrier is referred
to as a channel-stop). The gates on the MOS capacitors are held at different voltages,
forming a series of wells (more positive gates) and barriers (less positive gates).
When periodic voltages (called clock voltages) are applied to the gates, the electrons
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will form a packet and move one charge-coupled element or cell ‘up’ along the
column. The clocking voltages essentially move the potential well containing the
electron packet along the column, thus continuously clocking the charge to the edge of
the CCD. The period of the clock signals is the period with which the electron packet
is transferred from one unit cell to another. Typically, the charge is clocked vertically
along each column into a final readout row. This row is finally clocked out
horizontally into a readout amplifier. Figure 4.5 shows the clocking o f a normal CCD.

Transfer
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Figure 4.5 Clocking schematic of a traditional CCD. First, an entire row is
transferred in the vertical direction to the horizontal register. Second, charge is
transferred horizontally in this register to the output amplifier59.
CCDs can be either three-phase or two-phase. In a three-phase CCD, the cell’s
well and each of the cell’s barriers are tied to separate electrodes. This has an
advantage in that the charge can be clocked either ‘up’ or ‘down’ depending on the
phase of the three input clock signals (see Figure 4.6). In a two-phase CCD, both the
unit cell’s well and barriers contain a deformity (due to a slight potential difference)
that causes the charge to settle on the top (or bottom) of the cell. This deformity
allows for only one direction of clocking. The first clock signal transfers the charge
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packet into an intermediate ceil and the second clock signal moves the packet into the
neighboring unit cell. This insures that the neighboring unit cell is empty when the
next packet is clocked into it (see Figure 4.7).
A typical CCD clocks all of the charge packets one cell vertically. After all of
the charge is clocked up one cell the very top row is clocked horizontally to the
readout amplifier. After all of the charge packets have been clocked out of the top
row, all of the charge packets are again clocked up another unit cell and readout
horizontally. This is repeated until the entire frame is read out.
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Figure 4.6 Example of 3-phase clocking for a CCD. At time a, only clock 1 is high,
so the potential well lies below the gate tied to clock 1. At time b, clock 2 also
becomes high, causing the chare to flow evenly under the gates tied to clock 1 and
clock 2. At time c, clock l ’s voltage is gradually reduced to a low value, causing the
well below clock 1 to decrease in size. At time d, all of the charge has now been
transferred to the well below clock 2 ’s gate.
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Figure 4.7 Example of 2-phase clocking for a CCD. At time a, both clock 1 and
clock 2 are low. A planned deformity in the silicon causes potential wells under each
gate. At time b, clock 1 goes high, causing a deeper well beneath the gate tied to
clock 1 causing the charge to fall into this well. At time c, clock 1 goes low, but due
to the doping in the silicon, the charge packet remains below clock l ’s gate. At time
d, clock 2 becomes high, causing the charge packet to fall beneath the gate tied to
clock 2. At time e, clock 2 becomes low and the packet has now moved 2 cells over.
4 . 1 .3

CCD Read Out
Following charge transfer, the electron packet is transferred to the readout part

of the CCD. The readout cell is a MOS capacitor. The voltage on the gate of this
capacitor is proportional to the charge in the cell, which in turn is proportional to the
number of photons incident on the CCD at a given unit cell. This voltage then goes to
a readout amplifier, the simplest of which is a current saturated MOSFET. The
voltage from the readout gate is connected to the gate of a MOSFET. The voltage at
the source of the MOSFET is proportional to the voltage applied to the gate of the
MOSFET and thus is proportional to the amount of charge in the readout cell.
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4.1.4

Charge T ransfer Efficiency (CTE)
The moving potential well induced by the clock signals on the CCD is

responsible for moving the electron charge packet. Unfortunately not all of the
electrons in the packet transfer from unit cell to unit cell, producing a transfer
inefficiency. While the number of electrons trailing the packet is small, this number
adds up as the packet moves over many cells. We call the efficiency of the CCD to
move an electron packet from cell to cell the CCD’s Charge Transfer Efficiency
(CTE). This efficiency must be very high for large array devices. For example, a
CCD with a CTE of 99.9% will only have 59.9% of the original charge after 512 pixel
transfers. Today’s CCDs have CTEs on the order of 0.99999 to 0.999999, which have
well over 99% of the original charge after 512 pixel transfers.
Early CCDs stored and transferred charge packets along the surface of the
CCD. Interface traps, found at the interface between the oxide layer and the silicon
substrate, caused charge to be trapped and reduced the transfer efficiency to around
98% per pixel transfer. Currently most CCDs are buried channel (the charge packet
sits below the surface of the silicon), which eliminates surface charge transfer effects.
Remaining contributors to transfer inefficiency come from design, construction, and
impurities. In a design induced trap, a constriction in the CCD design may cause part
of the charge packet to trail. Process induced traps occur when, during fabrication, the
potential wells are improperly shaped (e.g. due to polysilicon edge lifting or boron
lateral diffusion). These traps may be global or localized to a few unit cells. For
space instruments, radiation induced traps can be a source of CTE. Radiation traps are
caused by an energetic particle displacing a silicon atom in the lattice. Radiation traps
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can be reduced by shielding, cooling the CCD (by reducing the energy of the
electrons, when they become trapped, they stay in the traps for a long time), and better
CCD designs such as notch CCDs in which the main transfer channels have minimal
charge interactions with radiation traps. Bulk traps are caused by metal impurities in
the silicon wafer. With today’s starting silicon wafers and the process for fabricating
CCDs, design and process induced traps do not play a large role in the CCD’s CTE,
and the CCD’s CTE is determined by the purity of the silicon wafer (bulk state
limited) which is on the order of 0.99999 to 0.999999.
For CCDs that are clocked at fast rates (>100 kpixels/sec), CTE becomes
limited by the time necessary to move all of the electrons. The electrons move to a
lower potential due to three effects: self-induced force, field-aided force and thermal
force. Self-induced force caused by the electrons’ mutual electrostatic repulsion is
responsible for over 90% o f the charge transfer. In many high-speed CCDs, an
electric field exists to move the remaining electrons to the new well. This is
analogous to adding a slope to the collapsing well. Finally, the electrons move
randomly due to thermal motion and tend to diffuse toward regions of minimum
electron energy. Thermal forces are proportional to the temperature of the silicon and
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the electrodes. So, for
small distances, thermal forces play a major role in CTE due to the inverse square
dependence on the distance60.
4.1.5

Readout Rate
The frame readout rate is limited by three factors: dark current noise, digital

cross talk and power. Dark current noise is the thermal generation of electrons due to
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a finite temperature in the surface states at the Si-Si0 2 interface and, in a smaller part,
in the depletion region and bulk of the silicon. Essentially an electron in the valence
band becomes thermally excited and hops to an interface state, and then the
conduction band produces an e-h pair that collects in the potential well. A technique
to minimize this source of dark noise is the Multi-Pinned-Phase (MPP) approach, in
which the vertical clocks are all left in the low "inverted" state during the integration
cycle. With a negative bias sufficiently low that the potential at the Si-Si0 2 interface
drops below that o f the substrate, holes from the channel-stops will migrate into the
interface, thereby filling the interface states and suppressing the valence electron
transitions. However, when the clocks are switched from inverting to non-inverting in
order to transfer the accumulated charge, some o f the trapped holes will be ejected
from the interface with sufficient velocity to release spurious electron-hole pairs by
impact ionization. This impact ionization signal is minimized by slowing down the
leading edge rise time of the clock pulse. In the case of a typical MPP CCD, the
vertical registers are therefore operated inverted, but the faster horizontal registers are
operated non-inverted in order to minimize the spurious impact ionization
contribution. This is legitimate because the time required for horizontal shifting is
small, and so the build-up of dark noise is correspondingly small. Without MPP, the
dark current noise is proportional to the temperature of the silicon and the integration
time. At faster rates, dark noise is reduced (because it is proportional to the time), but
the fast edges on the clocks can produce spurious charges by imparting kinetic energy
to the holes, which then impact into the channel-stops and produce additional
electrons.
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Digital cross talk is a second source o f readout noise. This arises from
parasitic capacitance by impurities in the silicon substrate between conducting
channels. In general the digital cross talk is negligible for CCDs, but this parasitic
capacitance also affects the clock feed-through noise. Since this is through capacitive
cross talk, the amount of feed through from the clocks is proportional to the frequency
of the clocking signals.
A final consideration for fast CCDs is that faster clocks require more power
which, for space instruments, must be kept at a minimum. The quiescent power loss is
quite small for semiconductors (on the order of nW). As the CM OS’ MOSFETs
switch on and off, there is an instantaneous current flow that dissipates power. The
average power loss for a CCD pixel Pp is then:
PD = V 2f C

(1)

where V is the logic voltage of the C C D ,/is the frequency of the clock and C is the
capacitance of the CCD, which is on the order of 1000 pF. So, for a CCD that uses 5V
logic and has a clocking frequency of 10 kHz, the power dissipated from the CMOS is
around 250 p-W. For a fast-readout CCD that operates with clocking rates on the
order of 10 MHz, this average power loss increases to around 250 mW.

4.2

Fast Timing Bi-Directional CCD
For a balloon-borne y-ray telescope, the conventional CCD is not the optimal

instrument for the two reasons mentioned earlier a normal CCD operates at video
rates (-30 Hz) which is too slow to veto out cosmic rays hitting the veto shield
(~10 kHz) or to isolate individual photons, and a normal CCD either requires a shutter
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(which introduces dead time) or uses part of the photosensitive area as a memory area.
Therefore we have developed a Fast Timing Bi-Directional CCD.
The Bi-Directional CCD operates as follows: Every column has an individual
readout amplifier. We clock every odd column up and every even column down at a
clocking rate of 10-100 kHz. We will require that the pixellated Csl have pixel
diameters at least twice the size of the CCD's pixel size, which will insure that every
photon incident on the C sl will produce light in neighboring columns as in Figure 4.8.
If a y-ray produces a charge cloud in columns 2/+1 and 2j+2 and rows i and z'+l at a
time to, then the time at which the charge cloud will be read out in column

2 /+ 1

is

to+itdock and to+ii+l)tciock, and the time the at which the charge cloud will be read out
in column 2j+2 is t(Mnrowi-i)tciock and torHnm»s-(i+1 ))*<•/«•*, where tclock is the time
between clock cycles (~30 its) and /zrOK5 is the number o f rows in the CCD (in Figure
4.8, the CCD is 256x256). From the sum and difference of the signal arrival times in
columns

2 /+ 1

and 2 /+ 2 , we can determine the initial tim e to at which the y-ray

produced the charge cloud in the CCD and also the row i at which the charge cloud
was produced.
The Bi-Directional CCD will only work for sufficiently low fluxes. If a single
column receives a second y-ray while the charge packet from a previous y-ray is being
clocked up towards the readout amplifier, the signals from the two y-rays will become
confused. So we have a limit to the flux of the y-rays to be:
(2 )

f < „2
rmrs

*clock
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where F is the flux of y-rays and d is the pixel size of the Csl. For a 512x512 CCD
array with 100x100 pm Csl pixels and a clocking rate of 30 ps between clock cycles,
we have a calculated flux limit of 1.3xl0 3 y-rays cm -2 sec-1.

Column 1

A A

2j+1

255

AAA

Charge Transfer
D irection
1

£
=11 1

Row 1

H1

Charge Cloud

|

256

7
2j+2

256

Figure 4.8 Schematic view of the operation of the Bi-Directional CCD.
An initial batch of Bi-Directional CCD prototypes has been produced by Suni
Imaging Microsystems at the Orbit Semiconducting Foundry. The array utilizes twophase clocking, and is implemented as a collection of pixel columns with separate
metal clock lines connecting to the polysilicon gates in each column. The direction of
charge transfer is determined by the ordering of the polysilicon gates, which alternates
from column to column. The independence of the clock lines guarantees that an
electrical defect in a single column will not affect adjacent columns, and the closelyspaced metal lines between columns are driven identically, so metal-to-metal electrical
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shorts between these lines will have little effect. The primary on-chip amplifier is a
source-follower type for simple low-noise operation.
The CCD is constructed using a 1.2 p.m, 2-metal, 2-poly process. This is
accomplished by starting with a silicon wafer. Areas of the silicon are selectively
doped, in particular the source and drain o f the MOSFETs are heavily doped to
increase the number of free charge carriers, the channel-stops are lightly doped, and
the bottom o f the silicon is doped to produce an n-region near the top o f the silicon
and a p-region deep in the silicon. The top layer of the silicon is oxidized to a uniform
depth of 40 nm. The uniformity in the width of this oxidation layer is important for
establishing a uniform capacitance for the potential wells. A layer of polysilicon is
deposited on the top of the oxidized layer and etched leaving strips o f polysilicon
extending perpendicular to the columns. Boron is then deposited into the silicon using
the strips of polysilicon as a mask. This boron will cause a slight deformity in the nregion causing electrons to accumulate near the boron area and thus creating the small
potential necessary for 2-phase clocking. Another oxidation layer is added to the
wafer covering the polysilicon to insulate the first layer of polysilicon. A second layer
of polysilicon is then deposited on the wafer and the excess is etched away, leaving
two sets of polysilicon strips, one over the plain silicon, the other over the boron
enriched area. A final oxidation layer is added to the silicon. Small holes are etched
in the surface of this oxidation layer down to the polysilicon layer. A layer of
aluminum is deposited onto the top of this silicon wafer and etched. The aluminum
makes contact with the polysilicon through the small holes. The polysilicon are the
gates to the CCD, the oxidation layers provide electrical insulation and the aluminum
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brings in the voltage to drive the gates. This first layer of aluminum is covered with
an insulating oxidation layer and a second layer of aluminum is deposited and etched
to make a second plane for electrical connections and also to provide a light photon
shield for the CMOS amplifier area of the chip. The minimum width o f etching is
1.2 p.m. Figure 4.9 shows a cross section of the CCD.
Aluminum

Poly-Silicon1
Oxide Layer

Poly-Silicon2

Figure 4.9 Cross section of the Bi-Directional CCD showing the 2-metal, 2-poly
process.
The prototype Bi-Directional CCD is a 128x128 array of (50.4 p.m ) 2 pixels.
The amplifiers are located at the top and bottom of the CCD, alternating from odd to
even columns. The pads for the voltage inputs and for the output signals are located
on both the top and the bottom of the chip (see Figure 4.10). The list o f signals and
corresponding voltages is given in Table 4.1 and a full list of all of the CCD pins and
appropriate signal is given in Table A.I.
The chip was designed so that each CCD column could use one of two
different types of amplifiers (see Figure 4.11). The first amplifier is a Floating
Diffusion (FD) amplifier (i.e. the amplifier is connected to a heavily doped or diffused
dopant region). The charge in the FD readout cell is capacitively connected to the gate
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Table 4.1 Signal list for Bi-Directional CCD.
Signal Name

Description

Voltage

FD_VDD

Positive supply for the FD amplifier

5V

FG_VDD

Positive supply for the FG amplifier

5V

VSUB

Substrate potential

OV

FGSG

Ground

OV

l_BIAS

Bias current for the FG amplifier

10 uA

N_WELL

N-weil potential

5V

CLK1

CCD dock phase 1

-2.5V to 3V

CLK2

CCD dock phase 2

-2.5V to 2.5V

FDOG

Output gate for FD amplifier

OV

FGSW

Switch to enable FG amplifier output

OV

FGRD

R eset drain voltage for FG amplifier

OV

FGRG

R eset signal for FG amplifier

OV to 5V

BAIL

Clock to transfer charge from the floating gate

-2.5V to 2.5V

FDSW

Switch to enable FD amplifier output

5V

FDRD

R eset drain voltage for FD amplifier

5V

FDRG

R eset signal for FD amplifier

OV to 5V

OUT

Output (x 128)
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Figure 4.10 Diagram of the CCD. Included are the numbering of the pads and the
orientation of the CCD (‘T O P” and “BOTTOM”).
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of a FET through a reverse biased diode so that the voltage applied to the gate o f this
FET is proportional to the charge in the readout cell. The drain of this FET is set to
+5 V (FD_VDD) and the output has a 10 k£2 resistor connected to ground. In this
voltage follower setup, the current is amplified through the source of the FET, while
the voltage gain remains near unity. FDSW is set to a high (+5V) voltage and FGSW
is set to ground, indicating that the FD amplifier is being used. The charge in the
readout cell is drained from the cell during the second clocking phase, CLK2, with an
FDRG (floating diffusion reset gate) signal.
The other amplifier is a Floating Gate (FG) amplifier (i.e. the amplifier is
connected to one of the gates on the CCD). The charge in the floating gate is
capacitively connected to the gate of an input FET so that the voltage applied to the
gate is proportional to the charge in the cell (see Figure 4.11). This capacitance is a
bit higher than the capacitance of the diode on the floating diffusion sense node. The
drain of the input FET is held at +5 V (FG_VDD) and the source is connected to the
drain of a current mirroring FET and the base of the output transistor (a pnp-BJT).
The current mirroring FET connected to VBIAS sinks the current from input FET and
the output transistor to 10 fiA. The emitter of the output transistor is connected to the
output and a 10 kft resistor to +5 V. An increase in the charge in the floating gate
sense node will decrease the potential on the gate of the input and increase the
potential across the output transistor. In the FG mode, FDSW is set to ground and
FGSW is set to +5 V. FDRG is also set to +5 V so the diffusion area is always in
drain mode. The floating gate will drift over time, so a reset signal is applied to the
FG reset FET about every second by pulsing FGRG once every second and setting
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FGRD to +0.5 V. The FG amplifier has an advantage over the FD amplifier in that the
reset pulse occurs every second instead of once a clock period resulting in lower
power consumption. The BJT adds additional amplification effectively compensating
for the increased capacitance (and less voltage gain) on the floating gate node as
compared to the floating diffusion node.

! FGRD

FG_VDD
i

- [

BAIL FDOG

r

FDRD
: VBIAS
FDRG
L VSIJB
FGSW

FGSG

FG
Sense
Node

N+
FD
Sense
Node

FD VDD

FDSW

OUT

Figure 4.11 Bi-Directional CCD output circuitry. The Floating Gate (FG) amplifier is
the amplifier chain on the top part of this diagram. The voltage (which is proportional
to the charge in the charge packet at the FG sense node) is sensed by an amplifier
chain including a sensing MOSFET, a BJT and a current mirroring MOSFET as
described in the text. The Floating Diffusion (FD) amplifier is sensed in the diffusion
area by a single MOSFET. Both amplifiers have reset gates: the FG amplifier’s reset
removes thermal buildup charge on the floating gate and the FD amplifier’s reset
removes the charge packet from the CCD.
The output signal from a single column looks similar to Figure 4.12. At time
A in the pulse, the phase 2 clock, CLK2, starts. At time B, FDRG cycles, resetting the
FD amplifier. At time C, CLK2 is still high, but the signal is stable. It is at time C
that we first sample the CCD signal, BACK, for the double correlated sample and
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hold. At time D, CLK2 is low, depositing the new charge in the FD amplifier. The
level here indicates the amount of charge in the previous cell. It is here that we do our
second sampling of the signal, FD_SGN, (there is charge in the FD amplifier and the
sampling is away from the falling edge of CLK2). Time E shows the feed through
from the phase 1 clock, CLK1. The amount of charge in each packet (and thus the
intensity of light produced in a given cell) is proportional to the difference in the
signal from times C and D. Figure 4.13 shows the timing for the clock signals as well
as the bias levels for the clocks.

J :____ C

J

A

E
D

Figure 4.12 Sample diagram of the output signal of a single column from the BiDirectional CCD.

The Fast Timing Bi-Directional CCD has an advantage over conventional
CCDs by being able to have fast readout with slow clocking. The maximum clocking
rate for a CCD is limited to <20 MHz. The clocking rate is limited due to the
minimum time for electrons to transfer from one well to another, settling time of the
voltage on the readout gate, and conversion time of the voltage to a digital signal. The
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Figure 4.13 Timing Diagram for the clocking signals and the different bias levels,
total readout time for a normal 512x512 CCD with a 20 MHz clock is 13 ms. For this
CCD to run at a normal video rate of 30 HZ, this means that 40% of the time is used
for reading out the CCD. In addition to the long dead time, the fast clocks create
spurious charge noise because the fast edges of the clocks impart kinetic energy into
the holes, which interact with the well’s barriers and create additional electrons in the
conduction band of the silicon. In the Bi-Directional CCD, since the horizontal
registers are eliminated, the clock pulses are slow (tciock ~30 p.sec) and so the leading
edge rise times are correspondingly slow. The Bi-Directional CCD does not require
any dead time for readout, since readout and integration occur simultaneously. In
addition, in a standard CCD, slow frame readout (-30 Hz) allows for more thermal
energy from the silicon to excite a valence electron into the conduction band creating
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an e-h pair, i.e. dark noise. The amount of dark noise is proportional to the readout
time. For the Bi-Directional CCD, the full frame readout time is rirowstciock ~15 msec
for a 512x512 array, so the dark noise build-up is also reduced.
Charge Transfer Efficiency is less of a problem for the Bi-Directional case as
well. For fast clocking and low light levels, the pixel-to-pixel charge transfer is
dominated by thermal diffusion with a time constant r = 4d z I n 2D , where d is the
pixel size and D is the diffusion constant (Dn = 34.9 cm2/sec for electrons in silicon at
300K, Dp = 12.4 cm2/sec for holes)61. For the 15 p.m pixels of a typical standard
(1.5 cm ) 2 CCD, the electron diffusion time is r = 26 nsec. For a standard 3-phase
CCD, the charge transfer efficiency (for a single pixel) is CTE = (l-e ^O3. so that the
CTE can start to fall for a sufficiently short time t. For example, even for t - 200 nsec
and r = 26 nsec, corresponding to a full-frame readout of 200 msec, CTE = 99.86%.
With this efficiency, only 24% of the charge will be transferred across the 1024 pixels
of a 1.5 cm standard CCD. In the case of a 512x512 (d = 50 p.m pitch, tcioct =
30 jjLsec, tfuii-ftamc = 1 5 msec) Bi-Directional CCD, however, r = 290 nsec and CTE is
no longer limited by thermal diffusion62.

4.3

Bi-Directional CCD Electronics
A preliminary design for the CMOS readout has been developed by Lawrence

Berkeley Lab and Suni, based closely on the previous LBL designs for the SVX2 chip
used at Fermi lab63 64 and the silicon detector on the ACE spacecraft cosmic-ray heavyion experiment. The next step will be to incorporate this CMOS readout into an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and test this ASIC with the existing Bi-
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Directional CCD prototype. The eventual design for the Bi-Directional CCD
integrates the CCD array with CMOS readout into a single ASIC.
Two readouts will service each CCD (one for the top and one for the bottom of
the chip), with a total footprint <(2.6 cm)2. Each readout section will have 256 input
channels (i.e., 256 for the top and 256 for the bottom of the CCD). Each readout
channel will have an independent preamplifier, amplifier, double correlated sampling
noise suppression, sample and hold, discriminator, and ADC with a 30 its event
clocking rate. The ADC uses a low-power Wilkinson converter with a Gray code
counter sensitive to both rising and falling edges of a common clock measuring timeabove-threshold of a decreasing ramp o f a possible 256 channels. ADC resolution will
be 9 bits, with power dissipation -5 0 0 pW/channel for the full readout chain.
The readout chain will produce a string of digital ADC outputs every clock
cycle (nominally rf/«-* = 30 jts). A fast digital signal processor will correlate each
digital amplitude with appropriate identifier (column and CCD label) and time stamp
(to determine the row and time of the signal and to determine the pointing direction of
the telescope at the time of the signal's arrival). The signal processor will then write
the ADC value/i.d. tag/time stamp record in a continuous but sparcified data chain (of
those outputs with ADC values above a preset value) to a fast, deep FIFO memory
buffer. The FIFO output travels over the data bus to the on-board CPU, where a data
frame is constructed and then written to disk or tape or sent to the telemetry module.
The current prototype CCD does not have the readout CMOS incorporated into
the chip. All of the CCD electronics are external and have been designed at LSU.
Figure 4.14 shows a schematic of the CCD with all of its external components. The
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Clocking Generator controls the CCD’s two clocking gates as well as a reset pulse for
the CCD’s internal amplifier. The voltage levels of each of the clock signals and the
reset pulse are set with three individual Clock Drivers. The CCD is bonded to a small
PC board. This board plugs into the CCD Board, which has the connections for
power, clocking signals and CCD outputs. The outputs of the CCD go into our
Pre-Amps, which have an adjustable gain nominally set to 5. From the Pre-Amps, the
amplified output signal goes into the Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) Board. The
Clock Generator generates the two sampling times for the CDS Board. The final
signal then goes into a Sample and Hold Board where the sample and hold time is
generated by the Clock Generator and is read out at a PC with an ADC card. The
current setup is designed to read out 20 individual CCD channels using 5 Post Amp
Boards (with 4 inputs apiece) and 3 Sample And Hold/ADC Boards (with

8

inputs

apiece).

CCZ E 7
CCD T e s t

CDS B o a r d
CCD P r e - A n p

F ix tu r e

S8.H

S8.H 2

S8.H 3

DAQ PC

CLK 1 D r iv e r

CLK 2 Driv

/ / / C lo c k G e n e r a t o r *

rz
FDRG D r iv e r

Figure 4.14 Schematic of the CCD and external electronic components.
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4.3.1

Clock Generator
The Clock Generator’s function is to generate the timing clocks fo r the CCD,

the CDS Board, the Sample and Hold Boards and the LED Pulser. An external TTL
signal, TTL_IN, is input into the Clock Generator with a period o f tdock- The
prototype testing was done at 10 kHz instead of 33 kHz due to lim itations o f our ADC.
The primary function of the Clock Generator is to generate the clocking signals, CLK1
and CLK2, for the two-phase clocking of the Bi-Directional CCD. C L K 2 is
synchronized with TTL_IN and has a duration of 4 \l&. CLK1 occurs 4 p.s after the
end of CLK2 and has a duration of 1 j l s . While CLK2 is high, a short (0.3 tisec)
FDRG pulse is used to reset the amplifier on the CCD. FDRG arrives 0.5 psec after
the start of CLK2 and will occur before the new charge packet is clocked into the
amplifiers.
The Clock Generator also produces two signals for the CDS Board, BACK and
FD_SGN, that controls when the CDS Board samples the output signal from the CCD.
BACK occurs at 2.5

jjl s

after the start of CLK2 and with a duration o f 0.5 p.s i.e.,

while CLK2 is high and after FDRG. FD_SGN occurs 6.5 |is after the start o f the
CLK2 and has a duration of 0.5 p.s i.e., while the charge is at the readout amplifier.
The Clock Generator has three final output signals: FDSH is used as a trigger
by the Sample and Hold Boards. The FDSH begins 21.5 jis from the end o f CLK1
signal and lasts for 45

jjl s

.

The SYNC signal has two purposes: to synchronize the

3 ADC cards and to pulse an external LED (and inform the ADCs when this pulse
occurs). SYNC occurs every 256 clock cycles and has a duration of 0.5 pts. The final
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signal is FG_SGN, which was included for use with the Floating Gate amplifier on the
CCD, but never used. Figure 4.15 is a schematic of the Clock Generator.
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Figure 4.15 Schematic of CCD Clock Generator.
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4.3.2

Clock Driver
The Clock Driver is designed to take the clocking signals from the Clock

Generator and set the high and low values to an appropriate level. Specifically, the
Clock Generator inputs a TTL level input signal from the Clock Generator. This
signal is RC coupled to an HP2400 Opto-Isolator. The board is powered by ±15 V.
The levels of the output of the Opto-Isolator are determined by adjusting the voltage
with a potentiometer going into a Darlington Transistor. The Darlington Transistor
has a high current gain and will keep the voltage levels regulated with the fast
clocking signals. Two Darlington Transistors are necessary to set the high and low
voltage of the output clocking signal. The set levels are input into the Opto-Isolator
and the level-shifted output signal is then put into a MAX626 Op-Amp, which is a
high current amplifier necessary to drive the coax cables. Figure 4.16 is a schematic
of a Clock Driver.
We use three Clock Drivers to adjust the level of three input signals to the
CCD: CLK1, CLK2, and FDRG. Both CLK1 and CLK2 are used on the gates on the
CCD and their levels determine the potential well depths and the amount that the wells
and barriers drop during charge transfer. Both clocking signals are set at -2.5 V
baseline and +2.5 V pulse peak. FDRG is used to drain off the old charge in the
readout amplifier before a new charge packet is deposited in there. FDRG is set at 0 V
baseline and +5 V pulse peak.
4.3.3

CCD Board
The CCD Board is the small PC board to which the Bi-Directional CCD is

epoxied and wire bonded. Figure 4.10 is a diagram of the CCD with the pad layout.
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Figure 4.16 Schematic of a CCD Clock Driver.
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Note that on both the top and the bottom of the CCD are two rows of pads. To
connect the pads to the fingers of the traces, there must be two layers of wire bonds: a
lower level, which connects the external row of pads, and an upper level, which
connects the internal row of pads. The two external rows (which are the outputs o f the
CCD’s amplifiers) are connected to the traces that go under the CCD and flare out to
the left and right o f the CCD. The two internal rows (which are the DC inputs to the
CCD) are connected to traces that flare out on the top and bottom of the CCD. All of
these traces end in two sets of 32x2 headers that are connected to the CCD Test
Fixture.
As mentioned above, the CCD is connected to the CCD Board with wire
bonds. Wire bonding is a technique where ultra thin wires (~30 p.m diameter) are
attached to a gold or aluminum bonding pad via thermal compression or ultrasonic
welding. This wire is then attached to a bonding finger using the same attachment
process. There are two wire bonding methods: ball bonding and wedge bonding. For
ball bonding, the bonding machine causes the wire to form a small ball (~

3

times the

diameter of the wire) at the pad. From this small ball, the wire can be drawn in any
direction towards the bonding finger. This allows for flexibility in the placement of
the bonding fingers with the bonding pads. In wedge bonding, the wire is compressed
against the bonding pad. The wire can be drawn straight up and over from the wedge
bond, but the wire can only be extended along the same direction as the initial wedge
bond. The Bi-Directional CCD has 50 jim bonding pads, which are too narrow to
allow ball bonding, so the CCD is attached to the CCD board with wedge bonds. It is
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possible to wedge bond insulated wires, but this was not done for the first BiDirectional CCD prototype.
4.3.4

CCD Test Fixture
The CCD Test Fixture is a PC board designed so that the CCD board can plug

into it and connect the CCD to the external electronics. The Test Fixture also has the
capability of varying some of the DC power inputs to analyze the resulting output o f
the prototype CCD with slight variations in the DC signals. Finally the CCD Test
Fixture is designed to switch between the CCD’s two internal amplifiers: the Floating
Diffusion (FD) amplifier and the Floating Gate (FG) amplifier. Figure 4.17 is a
schematic of the CCD Test Fixture.
Charge Transfer Inefficiency can arise from electron traps along the clocking
direction. One cause for these traps could be improper potentials on the gates above
the wells and barriers. Majority of the clocking o f the charge comes from the clocking
signals. So, the correct potential for the clocking signals is necessary for proper
charge transfer. However, from Figure 4.11, we can see that there are a few potentials
that, if not set properly, can produce electron traps. The first possible trap is at the FG
well. Ideally, when C L K l’s potential goes high, charge from the CLK2 well will fall
into the FG well. For this to happen, the FG well should decrease when C L K l’s
potential goes high. To do this, the CCD Test Fixture has CLK1 tied to the FG well
by opening FG Reset FET (holding FGRG at +5 V) and connecting CLK1 to FGRD.
We can also keep FG Reset Gate at its normal operating settings (FGRG to -1 0 Hz
clock and FGRD connected to +0.5 V). Another possible trap is at FDOG. The BAIL
clock (which is connected to CLK2) transfers the charge from the FG well. FDOG
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must be high enough to keep the charge packet in the BAIL well while BAIL is high
because, if some o f the charge leaks into the FD well, it will be drained from the FD
well by the FD Reset Gate. When BAIL goes low, the charge packet needs to be
transferred into the FD well. If the FDOG barrier is too high, some of the charge will
remain in the BAIL well. So, the CCD Test Fixture has the ability to vary the
potential on the FDOG gate from its nominal value o f 0 V.
The CCD Test Fixture also has the ability to switch between the two amplifiers
on the CCD chip. For the FD amplifier, the FDSW must be set to +5 V and the
FGSW must be set to 0 V. Also, the 10 k£2 resistors on the outputs from the
amplifiers must be connected to 0 V. For the FG amplifier, the FDSW must be set to
0 V, the FGSW to +5 V and the 10 k£2 resistors on the outputs connected to +5 V.
4.3.5

CCD Pre-Amp
The Original CCD Pre Amp is based on the JPL design by Janesick65. The JPL

preamp achieves a high input impedance, low noise front end by the use o f 2N5564
JFETs. Proper grounding and power supply decoupling are essential to achieving the
lowest noise performance. The white noise o f the JFETs is on the order o f 2.5
nanovolts/root-Hertz. The JFET-bipoIar transistor combinations of matched pairs o f
2N5564s and 2N3350s are configured as common-source common-base stages which
eliminate the M iller effect which would reduce the high frequency response of the
preamp. The gain of the preamp is established by the feedback network R9 and RIO.
Capacitor C9 in the feedback network is added for stability. The original preamp
design realized a voltage gain of 22 with 3 db bandwidth of 700 kHz. Figure 4.18 is a
schematic of the original CCD pre Amp.
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Figure 4.17 Schematic of CCD Test Fixture.
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The original preamp was considerably slower than desired. A new preamp
was designed around the OPA655 Op Amp, which has a high input impedance (10 12
£2) and a high slew rate (17 ns). The CCD input is capacitively coupled to the first
stage, configured as a unity gain voltage follower. The follower output is capacitively
coupled, to remove the DC offset, to the second OPA655. The second stage is a
variable-gain non-inverting amplifier. Figure 4.19 is the schematic of the modified
pre Amp.
4.3.6

CDS Board
Fixed pattern noise (FPN) arises not from the CCD, but rather from the

CMOS. Recall that the output signal from the CCD has a stable, charge-independent
level when the readout amplifier is reset and a level that is proportional to the charge,
i.e. the number of photons incident at the given pixel (see Figure 4.13 at times C and
E). Correlated double sampling (CDS) is a method that samples the output at two
different times: when the pixel is in a reset state and when the charge has been
transferred to the readout node.
The signal arrives from the Pre-Amp (described above). The signal is input
into an AD847 Op-Amp. This current-amplified signal is input into two channels of
an AD684 Sample and Hold chip. The Clocking Board provides the two sampling
signals: BACK and FD_SGN. The signal is sampled during the reset state, BACK,
and when the charge is in the readout amplifier, FD_SGN. The two levels are then
subtracted with another AD847 Op-Amp. Figure 4.20 is a schematic of two channels
of the Filter Board. The actual Filter Board has 24 independent CDS channels.
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JUU

Figure 4.18 Schematic o f Original CCD Pre-Amp as originally designed by
Janesick65.
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Figure 4.19 Modified CCD Pre-Amp.
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Figure 4.20 Schematic of CDS Board.
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4.4
4.4.1

Bi-Directional CCD Readout ASIC
ASIC Overview
Bulk CsI(TI) produces 59 optical photons/keV (see Table 3.1). If we assume

-50% reduction in light yield from Csl fibers, the light yield from CsI(Tl) fibers will
be -30 optica] photons/keV, which are detected by the CCD with 35% quantum
efficiency. If each photon produces 1 electron, then a 30 keV X-ray will produce
-315 electrons, and if the total signal is split over pixels as the MARGIE design
demands, then the 30 keV X-ray corresponds to 79 e'/p ix el. If the total noise (readout
plus thermal) is

10

e" /pixel (rms), then the chance of spurious hits at the 8 o level in

4 contiguous pixels in a 512x512 array is exceedingly small.
For the initial prototypes, all the remaining readout electronics is external to
the CCD and discussed in the previous section. Proper readout chain, however, is
critical to low-noise CCD performance. The final planned Bi-Directional CCD will
have much o f the above readout electronics incorporated into an Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) directly on the CCD chip. The readout noise of the ASIC
will be < 10 e" /pixel, which is sufficient to detect a 30 keV X-ray at the 8 o level.
In addition to noise reduction, the ASIC is also designed to have a low power
consumption o f < 500 p,W/channel. The total MARGIE detector area is the area of
the central detector (1892 cm2) and the four side detectors (1945 cm 2 each), which, for
a 512x512 (50 p.m) 2 Bi-Directional CCD, corresponds to 1585 CCDs. The total
power output from the CCDs is 1585 CCDs times 512 channels/CCD times
500 p,W/channe! = 406 W. This power output is compatible with the ULDB power
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requirement of 1000 W total. See Section 3.5.6 for more information on the MARGIE
power specifications.
The final readout ASIC will have 256 channels and two of these ASICs will
service one 512x512 CCD (i.e., 256 channels for the top and 256 channels for the
bottom). The footprint of the ASIC will be 50% of the area of the CCD and the two
ASICs will sit beneath the CCD so as not to add to the dead area of the densely packed
CCDs. A preliminary ASIC is being designed in conjunction with Suni Imaging
Microsystems, Inc. to be tested with the prototype CCD: a 24-Channel Bi-Directional
Fast Timing CCD Readout ASIC (BCRA24).
4.4.2

BCRA24 Pin Description
The BCRA24 has 24 single-ended analog inputs AIN[23:0] that are connected

to 24 CCD output columns. The connections must be short and shielded with an
analog ground.
The channel number, digitized pulse amplitude and timestamp of the current
output signal in the on-chip FIFO memory is on pins CN[7:0], PA[7:0], and TS[7:0]
respectively. Data is available on the CN, PA, and TS pins when DA is internally set
to HI. When the READ pin is set from HI to LO, the DA pin is internally set to LO,
new information is loaded onto the data output pins, and when the new data is
available, the DA is set back to HI. If the FIFO memory is full, the FULL pin is set to
HI, and if data is lost due to a full FIFO, the OVERFLOW pin is set to HI.
The CDS requires two clocks: SMPL1 for the CDS’ reference, and SMPL2 for
the CDS’ signal. All of the timing is generated by a master clock that generates the
CCD clocking signals and the BCRA24 clock, SYSCLK.
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A serial interface is used to set the discriminator level for each channel and to
set the channel mask. A sequence of 256 configuration bits are loaded into the shift
registers by executing 256 SDIN concurrently with the serial data clock SDCLK while
SDLOAD is held LO, thus loading the serial data into the serial shift register.
Multiple ASICs can be linked together by connecting the SDOUT of one ASIC to the
SDIN of the next ASIC.
The BCRA24 requires separate digital and analog 5 V supplies. Decoupling
capacitors need to be used to reduce power supply noise at the device. As this can be
a large contributor to the noise of the readout, care must be made in keeping the
analog supply quiet.
4.4.3

Device Operation
The BCRA24 has 24 single-ended analog inputs that enter a preamplifier

designed to be compatible with the outputs of the Bi-Directional CCD (~3 V DC
offset and -200 mV variation between background and full-well illumination). The
analog input will have a

10

k£ 2 ground load corresponding to the necessary load for

the Floating Diffusion amplifier.
After the preamplifier, the signal enters a correlated double sampling (CDS)
stage, where the charge sensitive part (signal) of the output signal is compared with a
charge independent part (reference) of the output signal. This is designed to reduce
the thermal noise and most of the 1If noise. The CDS stage requires two external
sampling clocks that determines the signal and reference sampling, and is
synchronized with the CCD timing clocks.
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Following the CDS stage is a discriminator stage that determines which signals
get digitized. The discriminator is programmable channel-to-channel with a 6 -bit
digital-to-analog converter which sets the threshold signal level. The discriminator is
designed to cover the bottom quarter of the ADC range. Conversion is a large part of
the power usage, so only converting signals above a set threshold can greatly reduce
the power consumption of the ADC.
Each channel has a channel mask to determine if the channel is disabled. Each
channel will only be digitized if the channel mask is zero. If a column in the CCD is
latched to a high value, the output can be misleading and the signal will be digitized
every clock cycle, consuming power. For example, a single column in the amorphous
silicon from Figure 3.4 is latched to a high value (it appears as a dark line extending
across the image). A similar problem can arise in any CCD, causing every clock cycle
from the given column to be converted. With a channel mask, this column is removed
from the data stream.
If the channel mask is zero and the signal is above the threshold value set by
the discriminator, the signal is digitized with an eight bit analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). The negative input of the ADC is the average voltage in the channel over 256
clock cycles. The positive input is the analog signal from the CDS stage.
After a conversion, if any column was converted during a given clock cycle, a
timestamp data record is recorded in an internal FIFO memory location. Following
this timestamp record, a record is produced for every column with digitally converted
data, with its 8 -bit digital value and an 8 -bit channel location. Every 256 clock cycles
will also produce a record in the FIFO to allow for accurate time information in the
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externally stored data. The FIFO interface includes four logical status outputs: a DA
signal that indicates if the data outputs are valid, FULL signal that indicates that the
FIFO memory is full, OVERFLOW signal that indicates that data was discarded due
to the FIFO memory being full, and EMPTY indicating that the FIFO memory is
empty.
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CHAPTERS
CCD TESTING
Suni Imaging Microsystems produced all the CCDs that we tested at the Orbit
Semiconducting Foundry. These CCDs are all 128x128 arrays with (50 pm ) 2 pixels.
To read out the CCD, we used National Instruments AT-MIO-16E-2 Analog-toDigital-Converter (ADC) cards in a PC based data acquisition system written in
Lab VIEW (a data acquisition development software package from National
Instruments). Due to the limitations of the ADC cards’ and PC systems’ data
acquisition rate, we reduced the clock rate tctock from the proposed 30 psec to
100

psec.
The CCD was placed in a light tight and grounded metal box. Most of the

CCD’s accompanying electronics were also placed in this testing chamber (Clocking
Board, Clock Amp Boards, CCD Pre Amp, Filter Board, and 3 National Instruments
SC-2040 8 -channel Sample & Hold boards). A six inch thick aluminum finger
connected to a thermoelectric (TE) device was affixed to the backside of the CCD and
kept at a constant temperature using a thermistor connected to the aluminum.
Nitrogen gas filled the testing chamber to prevent condensation on the CCD. A small
quartz window through the box directly in front of the CCD allowed for external
illumination.
To provide the uniform illumination of the CCD, a high-luminosity LED with
uniform output is placed in front of the quartz window. Neutral density filters were
placed between the LED and the CCD to vary the intensity of the illumination. To
narrow the illumination down to a few pixels, a slit perpendicular to the columns was
103
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attached to a position stand (with 0 . 0 1 mm resolution) and affixed inside the chamber.
An LED was attached to the position stand directly above the slit to allow for uniform
illumination.

5.1

Bi-Directionality and Row Calculation
As mentioned in CHAPTER 4, every column in the Bi-Directional CCD has an

individual readout amplifier. Each odd column is clocked in one direction (“up”) and
each even column is clocked in the opposite direction (“down”). The light source
(e.g., the pixellated scintillator) will have pixel sizes twice the size of the pixels on the
CCD to ensure that every event will produce light in neighboring columns as
illustrated in Figure 4.8. An event in row / will produce a charge cloud in both
columns 2/ and 2/+1. The time it takes for an event to reach an odd column amplifier,
todd-, is tc&itdock, and the time it takes for an event to reach an even column amplifier,
teven, is t(M nr0ws-i)tdock, where to is the time of the event, rc/«* is the time between
clock cycles, and nrows is the number of rows in the CCD. Therefore, the row i and the
time of the event to are given by:
I* _

~

j

|

^odd

2^

_ f t rows^ dock

It

^even

/ i \

clock

^ odd

(2 )

^ even

To test the performance, we used our prototype CCD

( n r0w s

= 128) with a

clocking rate t ciock o f 100 p.sec. Our first test was with a collimated LED that pulsed
every 30 msec and was affixed to a microscope stage with micron positioning
precision. The LED produces a tight Gaussian illumination on the CCD that can be
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detected in neighboring columns (i.e. columns clocked in opposite directions). The
difference between the time at which the LED is pulsed and the time at which the peak
is detected is a function of the row on a given CCD column illuminated by the LED
and the direction of clocking of the column (“up” for odd columns and “down” for
even columns).
The LED was positioned such that ‘O’ on the position stage corresponded
approximately to row number 1, i.e. near the “up” amplifiers. Figure 5.1(a) shows that
as the LED was moved down the column, the time necessary for the charge packet to
reach the “up” amplifier increased, corresponding to an increase in the number of rows
the charge packet is being transferred across. Likewise, as the LED is moved away
from the “up” column, it is being moved towards the “down” column, corresponding
to a decrease in delay time from the time of the LED pulse to the time at which the
charge packet is detected in the “down” amplifier. Figure 5.1(b) compares the
calculated LED position from Equation (1) with the measured LED position. The
agreement is excellent, with the expected one-to-one correspondence between the
LED position and the row position.

5.2

Light Efficiency
To determine the CCD’s Light Efficiency, we use a flood illumination. To do

this, we flash an LED once every 256 CCD clock cycles. Since the CCD has only
128 rows, this insures that all of the photoelectrons produced by the pulsed light are
clocked out of the CCD before the next LED flash. We record the timestamp at which
the LED is pulsed and use this to determine the relative timestamp at which charge is
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Figure 5.1 Position sensitivity of Bi-Directional CCD . In (a) we see that as the LED
is moved parallel to the CCD’s columns, the delay time (time between when the LED
is pulsed and when the charge packet is read out) increases linearly in the odd columns
and decreases linearly in the even columns. The calculated row position in (b) agrees
with the measured row position, with a slope equal to unity to within la .
detected from each pixel at the amplifier. For example, if the timestamp for a
particular LED pulse is 1240, then the timestamp 1270 refers to a relative timestamp
of 30 in a particular CCD column. The relative timestamp therefore corresponds to
the row number in a particular column (i.e., pixel), with the relative timestamp
equaling the row number in the odd columns and equaling 128 minus the row number
in the even columns due to the bi-directionality of the CCD.
A count spectrum is produced for each relative timestamp in a given column.
For visible light, the number o f photoelectrons in a given CCD pixel is proportional to
the intensity of the light incident on the pixel. As Figure 5.2 shows, the distribution
fluctuates about a mean energy channel determined by fitting a Gaussian to the count
spectrum.
These mean energy channels are plotted against the timestamp for a given
CCD column, as shown in Figure 5.3. We notice small pixel-to-pixel deviations that
are apparent at different LED intensities. We attribute these deviations to small
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Figure 5.2 Energy spectrum for CCD column 58, timestamp 64.
surface defects or dust particles on the surface of the CCD which were confirmed by
examining the CCD under a microscope. The light intensity is not uniform across the
CCD in our flood illumination: It is slightly brighter near the top (odd columns). In
Figure 5.4(a), we notice that the intensity slowly increases as the relative timestamp
increases in column 58, while in Figure 5.4(b) the intensity slowly decreases as the
relative timestamp increases in column 59. This indicates that the LED does not
uniformly illuminate the CCD, but instead has a slightly higher intensity at the point
directly under the LED (i.e. near the top of the CCD) and drops off in intensity
radially from this point (i.e. towards the bottom of the CCD). Using a different LED
(red instead of green) in the same position, we observe the same light characteristics,
supporting the fact that the light is centered near the top of the CCD. We also notice
from Figure 5.4 that the CCD has an excess of charge near the top and bottom of the
CCD in the flood illumination. This excess is seen at both ends of the CCD and in
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both even and odd columns (i.e. columns that clock in opposite directions). We
cannot determine if this is from excessive light in these regions or from a charge
transfer effect.
M ea n C h a n n e l v s . T i m e s t a m p
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Figure 5.3 Mean energy channel versus timestamp for column 58.

53

Gain
The intensity of light illuminating the CCD can be adjusted by either placing

neutral density (ND) filters between the LED and the CCD (1.0, 3.2, 5.0, 10,32, 50,
and 100 percent transmission) or by switching LEDs (green is less intense and more
uniform, and red is more intense and less uniform). By varying the ND filters with a
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Figure 5.4 Mean energy channel versus timestamp for two neighboring columns. The
light is not uniform, but is centered near the top o f the CCD (timestamp ‘128’ for even
columns as in (a) and timestamp ‘O’ for odd columns as in (b)).

given LED and plotting mean pulse height (i.e., energy channel) versus LED intensity,
we can find the relative gain of a given pixel (relative because we do not know the
absolute number of photons incident on the pixel). Figure 5.5 shows the mean channel
versus LED transmission percentage of a given pixel for two different LEDs. In
Figure 5.5(a). we see that above 10% for the red LED, the CCD reaches a saturation
level. At saturation and above, more photoelectrons are produced than the individual
wells can hold. This will cause the output of each column to be fixed to the well level.
The lower intensity green LED never reaches saturation intensity as seen in Figure
5.5(b). The different slopes between the red and green LEDs are due to the different
intensities of the LED. In both cases, we see a linear response (up to saturation).
5.4

Charge T ran sfer Efficiency (CTE)

An advantage of flood illumination is that Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) will not
have a significant effect over the 128 light sensitive rows. A large portion 1-e
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intensities, (a) The high intensity red LED causes the CCD to saturate between 10%
and 32%. (b) The low intensity green LED does not cause saturation. Both plots
demonstrate energy linearity at both low and high intensities. The slopes represent the
gain of the CCD with the difference between slopes arising from the difference in
intensities of the two LEDs.
(where e « l ) of a charge packet Q is transferred from one well to a neighboring well.
The rest of the charge eQ remains. With flood illumination, the charge eQ left behind
in a given well plus the charge (1-€)Q transferred to this well from the previous well
equals the original charge Q, independent of the transfer efficiency factor e.
5.4.1

“Ramp-Up” Effect
In flood illumination, electrons are deposited in the wells below the light

sensitive part of the CCD with the number of electrons in the charge packet
proportional to the intensity o f light incident on the CCD. The charge packets are then
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clocked toward the readout amplifiers. Timestamps correspond to a row number of
the light sensitive portion of the CCD, and, in uniform illumination, each row will
have the same amount of charge in the charge packet. In the Bi-Directional CCD, the
first few timestamps after the CCD is illuminated do not contain the same amount of
charge as the rest of the rows, but instead “ramps-up” to that level. The number of
timestamps necessary to reach the level of the rest of the CCD depends on the
intensity o f light incident on the CCD. Figure 5.6(a)-(c) illustrates the “ramp-up”
effect and demonstrates how the number of timestamps necessary to reach the plateau
level is dependent on the intensity of the light incident on the CCD. This is not a
physical effect of the light since we observe this in both the even and odd columns.
This “ramp-up effect” is not due to CTE: As mentioned above, a charge packet will
only lose a small portion of charge during a given clock cycle. For a uniformly
illuminated CCD the amount of charge lost is equal to the amount of charge left
behind in the well from the previous charge packet. When the charge packet reaches
the diffusion area of the CCD, the charge packet will have lost only one iteration of its
charge (on the order of 0.0001 typical CTE loss).
In Figure S.6 , the predicted light curve (i.e. the light intensity proportional to
row) is generated by first fitting the data from timestamps 70 to 108 to a straight line.
The light will then illuminate the CCD’s light sensitive area, and, with 100 % CTE,
the output curve will equal the input curve as seen in Figure 5.6(a)-(c). With CTE, the
curve readout from the CCD will look like the light curve except that (1) the light
sensitive rows will have a percentage drop from the input intensity equal to the CTE
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Figure 5.6 Mean energy channel versus timestamp for three different low intensities.
The three plots also contain the predicted light curve (CTE=1.0) and three predicted
readout curves due to high CTE values of 0.99,0.94, and 0.90. Both the “ramp-up”
effect and “ramp-down” effect are demonstrated.
and (2 ) the timestamps that follow the light sensitive rows will have a slight tail.
Since the input light is unknown, the light spectrum used for the CTE plots was
normalized to 1/CTE percentage. The plots for generated CTE values of 0.99,0.94,
and 0.90 are seen in Figure 5.6(a)-(c). The expected rise time o f the output light is
independent of the CTE value. So, CTE cannot cause this “ramp-up” effect.
One possible explanation for the “ramp-up” effect is that the electrons from the
wells are being trapped in a well preceding the amplifiers. The trapping well releases
an amount of charge from the well in some proportion to the charge trapped in the
well. Figure 5.7 illustrates how a single trap before the readout amplifiers can cause
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the “ramp-up” effect. This trap releases charge proportional to the cube of the trapped
charge.
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Figure 5.7 Effect of a single trap on the readouts of four different LED intensities.
The data is fit to a single line (solid line) with a slight slope calculated from the data to
imitate the non-uniformity of the input light. The calculated light input enters a trap
that releases charge proportional to the cube of the number of trapped electrons Ne,
E o u tp u t= ( 0 .0 0 0 0 5 ) N e (dashed line).

5.4.2

“Ramp-Down” Effect
Similar to the “ramp-up” effect is the “ramp-down” effect. Light incident on

the CCD will produce charge in individual wells corresponding to pixels. As these
charge packets are clocked towards the readout amplifiers, some o f the charge will
remain behind. With uniform illumination, the charge loss due to CTE is compensated
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from the charge left behind in the neighboring pixel, resulting in essentially no net loss
of charge in the timestamps corresponding to the light sensitive area of the CCD.
However, the charge that is left behind due to CTE will accumulate in the wells
trailing the light sensitive timestamps, effectively producing a tail in the channel
versus timestamp plots. The steepness of this tail should correspond to the CTE value.
Figure 5.6(a)-(c) plot mean channel versus timestamp against predicted curves of set
CTE values. Examining the channel versus timestamp for timestamps larger than 130
(i.e. the timestamps corresponding to the trailing charge from the charge packets), we
see that the falloff of channel with increasing timestamp is slower than can be
explained with simple CTE.
However, it is possible that the “ramp-down” effect is due to a single trap as
mentioned in the previous section. Figure 5.7 illustrates how a single charge trap that
releases charge proportional to the cube of the trapped charge can cause the
“ramp-down” effect. Both the “ramp-up” effect and the “ramp-down” effect support
the assumption that the CCD has a single trap before the amplifier stage.
5.4.3

Charge Transfer Efficiency
The optimal method to measure CTE is to illuminate a single pixel at varying

distances (number of rows or wells) from the readout amplifiers. In each well transfer,
only a certain amount of the charge in the charge packet is transferred. The remaining
charge will show up in later timestamps effectively producing a tail on the light curve.
Figure 5.8 illustrates a sample pulse (500 channels, CCD row 64) with varying CTE
values. For a CTE value of 1.0000, the output signal will look exactly like the
incident signal. As the transfer efficiency decreases, the amplitude o f the signal
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decreases, reflecting the loss in charge. This charge is seen as the tail o f the signal.
With a very low CTE (e.g. 0.90), the peak will shift greatly from the timestamp that
corresponds to the input pixel.
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Figure 5.8 Simulated effect of CTE from a single pixel illumination. A sample signal
with a pulse height of 500 is inserted into row (timestamp) 64 and transferred to the
readout amplifiers with varying CTE values.
If a signal with the same intensity is injected into several pixels with different
distances from the readout amplifier, then the amplitude of the readout signal will
decrease as the number of wells through which the generated charge packet is
transferred increases. This decrease in amplitude is dependent on the CTE. Figure 5.9
demonstrates how the decrease in amplitude of the readout signal is a function of the
CCD’s CTE and the timestamp of the maximum amplitude.
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Figure 5.9 Simulated effect of CTE from single pixel illumination at varying
timestamps. The maximum readout signal amplitude from single pixel illumination
decreases with the row number of the insertion pixel. The amount of decrease is
dependent on the CTE value as seen above.
Ideally, to measure the CTE of the Bi-Directional CCD, the same intensity
light is inserted into various pixels along a column and the decrease in readout
intensity will reflect the CTE of the CCD. In our lab setup, the readout electronics are
external to the CCD and are not kept at a stable temperature. When the environmental
chamber is opened and closed, the gain from the readout electronics will vary.
Another problem is limiting the illumination to a single pixel. Currently, we narrow
the illumination to a few pixels with a slit perpendicular to the CCD columns. We are
unable to manufacture slits to the small dimensions that we desire (< 50 p.m). So, the
illumination spans multiple pixels.
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To measure CTE, we use a mask that has three slits. The slits allow for
maximum illumination at three separate rows on the CCD. The maximum intensity
read out in column n will be a function of the charge transfer efficiency e, the gain of
the column C„, the timestamp t, the row number r, and the maximum light amplitude
in a given column and row number (i.e. pixel) Ln,r’.
E „ = C aLnre l .

(3)

The row number and the timestamp are related with the bi-directionality discussed in
Section 5.1:

r<M=t*

(4 )

U

(5)

= 128- f .

Furthermore, if we assume that the light intensity from the slit’s maxima is uniform
across two columns in a given row, then
^odd.r ~ Lrvtn r

=

Lr .

(6 )

Applying (4), (5), and (6 ) equation (3) becomes:
Eoda(0 = CoddLr£‘ ,

(7)

^ W

(8)

= COWIL ^ l28-f .

Dividing (7) by (8 ) to eliminate the unknown intensity of the incident light and taking
the natural log of both sides, we arrive at the linear equation:

,n[ £a7 C j (/) = 2,n^

+{]n[Ca7cE]-1281n[f]j.

(9)

So, plotting the natural log of E^id divided by Eeven versus timestamp t for the peak
amplitudes from the three slits, we can determine the CTE value from the slope of the
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fitted line. Because the intensity of the light has a slight position dependence as seen
in Figure 5.4, a better comparison is to compare the peak height of one column with
the average peak height of the two neighboring columns. Figure 5.10 plots
ln(Eodd/EEven) versus row and using Equation (9), we are able to determine the CTE
from the slope of the straight line fit. By varying the transmission percentage of the
light and varying the gain of the ADC, we perform multiple CTE calculations, which
are shown in Table 5.1. The final CTE is obtained from the weighted mean of these
measurements. We calculate a CTE of 99.9834±0.0074%, which is a little over 2a
from

1 0 0 %.

C a lc u la t io n of CTE Using Th re e Slits
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Figure 5.10 Determination of CTE from columns 62-64 with 32% transmission and
an ADC gain of 20. Plotting ln(Eodd/EEvcn) versus row number for three separate
peaks and fitting a straight line to the results, we are able to establish a value for the
CTE from the slope of the line using Equation (9).
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Table 5.1 Table of CTE values for 3 different ADC gains (4, 8 , 20) and 5 different
LED transmission percentages (50, 32, 10, 5, 3.2).
LED %

GAIN
4

8

20

50

99.9808±0.0047

99.982210.0052

99.981110.0093

32

99.9863±0.0080

99.986410.0087

99.985510.0071

10

99.985610.0243

99.987210.0301

99.997310.0297

5

99.994410.0462

100.000610.0502

100.006610.0464

3.2

99.990110.0805

100.070510.1083

100.055910.0894

5.5

Floating Gate Amplifier
The prototype Bi-Directional CCD comes with two different readout amplifiers

per column: the standard Floating Diffusion (FD) amplifier and an experimental
Floating Gate (FG) amplifier. The FG amplifier is advantageous for a space
instrument from a power standpoint because the diffusion area can be constantly
drained, instead of reset every clock cycle as with the FD amplifier (which consumes
power by opening and closing a FET). The FG accumulates charge with time, so a
reset pulse (~ once a second) is necessary to drain any excess charge from the gate.
However, since the FG gates have more capacitance than the FD readout node, the
voltage readout at the FG sense node will be less than the voltage at the FD node for a
given charge. Therefore, the FG amplifier has a compensating BJT transistor to
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provide amplification to the output voltage. Please see Section 4.2 for a more detailed
description of both the Floating Diffusion and Floating Gate amplifiers.
The FG amplifier will accumulate a small amount o f charge over time that will
cause the background level to drift. The main contribution to this charge buildup will
be from thermal electrons produced in the silicon substrate. At a given temperature,
the buildup of thermal electrons will be time dependent and should be small over a
time span of -1 sec. We find that the drift time is dependent on the clocking rate, thus
the drift time increases as the clocking period increases. To demonstrate this, we
varied the clock rate between SO, 100, and 200 iLs/clock cycle and looked at the FG
output with no light incident on the CCD. Figure 5.1 l(a)-(c) plot channel versus time
for the different clock rates. The drift time is calculated in Figure 5.11 by calculating
the time difference between when the FG node is reset and when the background level
saturates. If the charge accumulations were dependent only on time between resets
(and not clock rates), the drift time would be the same for each clock rate. As we can
see, the charge accumulation on the FG sense node is dependent in some way on the
clocking rate and is quite large (-2000 channels/sec). Therefore, the charge
accumulation can not be entirely from thermal excitation of electrons in the silicon
substrate. Because of this steep, clocking rate-dependent drift of the Floating Gate
sense node, we were unable to sufficiently analyze the FG amplifier.
We were able to measure the gain of the FG amplifier. By placing a sine wave in
FGRD and holding FGRD at +5 V, we can inject a signal directly on the FG sense
node. With a signal generator, we put a 0.3 Vpn|C.pea|C, 0.3 Vom* sine wave into FGRD
and observed the output on an oscilloscope. We noticed that all of the amplifiers (top
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and bottom) output a 0.2 V p e ^ .^ , 2.8 Vofrsct signal, indicating a gain of 0.67 for the
FG amplifiers.
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Figure 5.11 Floating Gate drift times for various clocking rates. The drift times are
dependent on the CCD clocking rate, indicating that the charge buildup on the FG
sense node is not primarily from thermal electrons.
We also measured the energy spectra and relative gains with both the red and
green LEDs. Figure 5.12 is a sample energy spectrum from the FG amplifiers. The
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large width of the fitted Gaussian (over six times larger than the FD amplifier) we
attribute to the charge buildup on the FG node. Figure 5. 13 shows a typical mean
channel versus timestamp for the FG amplifier. In this run, the FG was reset every
32 clock cycles and the artifacts of this reset can be seen as “steps” in the data every
32 clock cycles. In Figure 5.14, the mean channel versus timestamp is plotted for two
neighboring columns. The first thing we can see is that there is a slow accumulation
of charge on the FG node as the timestamps increase. This is similar to what we saw
with no light. We also can see the same excess of charge (or light) near the top and
bottom of the CCD as we did in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.12 Floating Gate energy spectrum of column 58, row 64. The energy
spectrum has a larger width due to the large drift in the FG sense node.
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Figure 5.13 Energy versus timestamp for the FG amplifier.
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Figure 5.14 Energy versus timestamp for two neighboring columns. There is a slow
accumulation of charge with timestamp
In Figure 5.15, we notice that the FG amplifier also exhibits the “ramp-up” and
“ramp-down” effect, neither of which can be attributed to CTE. One thing we notice
is that the “ramp-down” effect is more extreme for the FG amplifier than for the FD
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amplifier (see Figure 5.6). We also notice that the “ramp-up” effect is light intensity
dependent as for the FD amplifier. Finally, because these effects are apparent in the
FG node, we can determine that this effect is not caused by a trap in the BA1L/FDOG
area of the readout chain nor from improper draining of the FD node since these areas
are past the FG sense node (see Figure 4.11).
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Figure 5.15 “Ramp-Up” and “Ramp-Down” effect in the FG amplifier. The ramp-up
time is dependent on the LED intensity. The ramp-down time is much longer (off the
scale) for the FG amplifier.
Figure 5.16(a) and (b) plot the mean channel versus LED transmission for both
red and green LED. We see the saturation falling between 10% and 32% transmission
from the red LED, supporting the fact that this is the saturation level of the wells.
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Figure 5.16 Mean energy channel versus LED intensity for the FG amplifier. From
plot (a) we see that the CCD saturates between 10% and 32% red LED intensity
similar to the saturation level of the FD amplifier. This indicates that the saturation
level is the saturation of the CCD wells and not a saturation of the amplifier, since this
saturation level is seen in two different amplifiers.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The Bi-Directional CCD differs from conventional CCDs because it has an
amplifier on each column and each column is clocked in the opposite direction from
its neighbors. Position and timing resolution of an event spanning two columns are
established from the timestamps from adjacent columns as in Equations (1) and (2).
The position resolution of the Bi-Directional CCD was confirmed by laterally moving
a slit across a column and comparing the calculated position from the timestamp
differences with the measured position of the slit. Our calculated position corresponds
with the expected measured position to within one a.
We were able to determine the charge transfer efficiency (CTE) by
illuminating the CCD in three separate positions using three slits. Measuring the peak
amplitudes and row positions of these slits in three neighboring columns, we were able
to obtain a CTE value for the CCD of 99.983410.0074%.
As the number of photons incident on the CCD increases, the number of
photoelectrons produced in the CCD will increase proportionally. The photoelectrons
produced will be trapped by a potential well, where the position of the well in the
CCD determines the pixel upon which the light is incident. Since the readout voltage
is proportional to the number of electrons in the readout node, the readout voltage
from a given pixel will be linearly proportional to the intensity of light incident on the
pixel. We verified that the readout voltage is proportional to the intensity of the light
up to the saturation level (level where the number of photoelectrons exceed the well
depth of a given pixel).
126
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The floating gate (FG) sense node has an abnormal charge buildup that is clock
cycle dependent instead o f the expected time dependent thermally-induced charge
buildup. The FG amplifier is separated from the charge packets by an insulating oxide
layer, so the charge buildup of the FG sense node should be independent of the
clocking rate. The charge is present on the sense node since the reset gate FGRG does
drain charge from the gate. We are unable to determine the cause of this charge
buildup.
Another peculiarity with the Bi-Directional CCD is the “ramp-up” and
“ramp-down” effects, neither of which can be explained by a simple CTE model.
Both of these effects can be modeled with a charge trap that occurs before the readout
amplifiers, traps all electrons entering the trap, and releases charge proportional to the
cube of the electrons in the trap.
The next step in the development of the Bi-Directional CCD is the design and
development of an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) to replace the
existing readout electronics. The readout ASIC should reduce the RF noise due to the
short wire length between the analog outputs of the CCD and the analog inputs o f the
ASIC. In addition to noise reduction, the background fluctuations that we see from
our current electrons will be eliminated, corresponding to a more stable readout signal.
Finally, the CCD/ASIC will be able to be clocked at a higher rate, thus verifying that
the Bi-Directional CCD has 30 jts time resolution.
In addition to the design of the ASIC, the current layout of the Bi-Directional
CCD must be examined thoroughly in order to determine the physical cause of the FG
charge buildup and the “ramp-up” and “ramp-down” effects.
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Finally, the CCD must be coupled with a pixellated scintillator. From the
CCD/scintillator combination, we will be able to determine the minimum X-ray
energy and position resolution o f the MARGIE instrument.
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APPENDIX: PIN LIST FOR BI-DIRECTIONAL CCD
Below is a table containing the pin list for the Fast Timing Bi-Directional CCD
with the pin’s corresponding signal. The placement o f the pins can be seen in Figure
4.10. The voltage levels of the signals are in Table 4.1.
Table A .l Pin List for Bi-Directional CCD.
Pin #

Signal Name

P in #

Signal Name

1

OUT

128

OUT

2

OUT

129

OUT

3

OUT

130

OUT

4

OUT

131

OUT

5

OUT

132

OUT

6

OUT

133

OUT

7

OUT

134

OUT

8

OUT

135

OUT

9

OUT

136

OUT

10

OUT

137

OUT

11

OUT

138

OUT

12

OUT

139

OUT

13

OUT

140

OUT

14

OUT

141

OUT
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134

(table continued)
Pin #

Signal Name

P in #

Signal Name

15

OUT

142

OUT

16

OUT

143

OUT

17

OUT

144

OUT

18

OUT

145

OUT

19

OUT

146

OUT

20

OUT

147

OUT

21

OUT

148

OUT

22

OUT

149

OUT

23

OUT

150

OUT

24

OUT

151

OUT

25

OUT

152

OUT

26

OUT

153

OUT

27

OUT

154

OUT

28

OUT

155

OUT

29

OUT

156

OUT

30

OUT

157

OUT

31

OUT

158

OUT

32

OUT

159

OUT

33

OUT

160

OUT

34

OUT

161

OUT
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135

(table continued)
P in#

Signal Name

Pin #

Signal Name

35

OUT

162

OUT

36

OUT

163

OUT

37

OUT

164

OUT

38

OUT

165

OUT

39

OUT

166

OUT

40

OUT

167

OUT

41

OUT

168

OUT

42

OUT

169

OUT

43

OUT

170

OUT

44

OUT

171

OUT

45

OUT

172

OUT

46

OUT

173

OUT

47

OUT

174

OUT

48

OUT

175

OUT

49

OUT

176

OUT

50

OUT

177

OUT

51

OUT

178

OUT

52

OUT

179

OUT

53

OUT

180

OUT

54

OUT

181

OUT
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136

(table continued)
Pin #

Signal Name

Pin #

Signal Name

55

OUT

182

OUT

56

OUT

183

OUT

57

OUT

184

OUT

58

OUT

185

OUT

59

OUT

186

OUT

60

OUT

187

OUT

61

OUT

188

OUT

62

OUT

189

OUT

63

OUT

190

OUT

64

OUT

191

OUT

65

IB IAS

192

IBIAS

66

FGSG

193

FGSG

67

VSUB

194

VSUB

68

FG_VDD

195

FG_VDD

69

FD_VDD

196

FD_VDD

70

FDRG

197

FDRG

71

FDRD

198

FDRD

72

NWELL

199

NWELL

73

IBIAS

200

IB IAS

74

FGSG

201

FGSG

. .
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137

(table continued)
P in #

Signal Name

Pin #

Signal Name

75

VSUB

202

VSUB

76

FG_VDD

203

FG_VDD

77

FD_VDD

204

FDJVDD

78

FDSW

205

FDSW

79

BAIL

206

BAIL

80

NWELL

207

NWELL

81

IB IAS

208

IB IAS

82

FGSG

209

FGSG

83

VSUB

210

VSUB

84

FG.VDD

211

FG.VDD

85

FD_VDD

212

FD.VDD

86

FGRG

213

FGRG

87

FGRD

214

FGRD

88

NWELL

215

NWELL

89

IB IAS

216

IB IAS

90

FGSG

217

FGSG

91

VSUB

218

VSUB

92

FG_VDD

219

FG_VDD

93

FD_VDD

220

FD_VDD

94

FGSW

221

FGSW
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138

(table continued)
P in #

Signal Name

Pin #

Signal Name

95

FDOG

222

FDOG

96

NWELL

223

NWELL

97

IB IAS

224

IB IAS

98

FGSG

225

FGSG

99

VSUB

226

VSUB

100

FG_VDD

227

FG_VDD

101

FD_VDD

228

FD_VDD

102

CLK2

229

CLK1

103

no connection

230

no connection

104

NWELL

231

NWELL

105

IB IAS

232

IB IAS

106

FGSG

233

FGSG

107

VSUB

234

VSUB

108

FG_VDD

235

FG_VDD

109

FD_VDD

236

FD_VDD

110

no connection

237

no connection

111

no connection

238

no connection

112

NW FI.L

239

NWFTJ,

113

IB IAS

240

IB IAS

114

FGSG

241

FGSG
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139

(table continued)
Pin #

Signal Name

Pin#

Signal Name

115

VSUB

242

VSUB

116

FG_VDD

243

FG.VDD

117

FD_VDD

244

FD_VDD

118

no connection

245

no connection

119

no connection

246

no connection

120

NWELL

247

NWELL

121

IB IAS

248

IB IAS

122

FGSG

249

FGSG

123

VSUB

250

VSUB

124

FG_VDD

251

FGJVDD

125

FD_VDD

252

FD_VDD

126

SHIFT I)

253

no connection

127

no connection

254

no connection
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